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FOREWORD
These materials are dedicated to the memory of the professor Dr. Ratmir Aleksandrovich
Poluektov who conducted pioneer research in simulation of agricultural and ecological
systems at the RRIPP. Dr. I.A. Vol, the follower of R.A.Poluektov, joined the research
institute in 80th. He added a new direction of simulation modeling to the traditional
mathematical modeling in RRIPP. Simulation modeling is a research area that is covered in
the majority articles of this collection. Simulation allows to study the system behavior in real
time. The results of the computer experiments may be processed by the mathematical methods
of statistics on the basis of the irregular pattern of the described processes. Consequently,
there is a possibility to replace a real life experiment by a computer simulation when the real
life experimentation is expensive, impossible or dangerous.
The increasing anthropogenic pressure on the environment in the second half of the 20 th
and the early 21st centuries aggravated the environmental problems. Therefore, these research
methods acquired particular importance for the study of environmental safety and effect on
soil contamination of the crop protection agents. One of the earlier development projects of
the RRIPP’s mathematical modeling laboratory in the area of simulation was the "PESTINS"
simulation system designed for the behavior modeling of such crop protection agents as
pesticides in the soil. This development project is founded on the simulation model which
draws upon the results of the soil moisture migration modeling of soil profile obtained at the
Laboratory of Mathematical Modeling run by R.A.Poluektov for over 40 years. This research
was conducted by the scientists and the academic staff of the Department of Water Resources
and Landscape Development of Saint Petersburg State Polytechnical University, of the
Department of General Mathematics and Information Science of Saint Petersburg State
University and also was developed in the research projects of scientists who worked at the
RRIPP. The papers submitted by the Department of Agrochemistry of Saint-Petersburg State
University demonstrate the productive application of the "PESTINS" simulation system,
specifically where the application of this method is most appropriate, namely when field
studies are hard to conduct. It is important to emphasize the fortunate mix of two simulation
models: the dynamic model of the soil organic matter "ROMUL" and that of the pesticides in
soil "PESTINS", which allowed to adjust the applied pesticide standards to the organic
manuring standards. Apart from the "PESTINS" simulation system, the paper by the
Department of Soil Physics of Moscow State University presents the "PESTINL" simulation
system developed by Laboratory of Mathematical Modeling of the RRIPP. The close
cooperation between the Laboratory of Mathematical Modeling and the Laboratory of
Ecotoxicology of the RRIPP in the area of simulation and software designed for the support
of the plant protection research led to the development of "PESTOPTIMA" - the integrated
information model designed for the local evaluation of the optimal biological effectiveness
and ecological safety of pesticides in agrobiocenosis .The previous versions of this software
"PESTLOAD" (version 01 and 02) are also presented in this collection.
As part of the mathematical and statistical studies included in this collection some
articles lay the groundwork for the solution of the problems of phytosanitary diagnostics and
forecasting. Consequently, the papers included in this collection demonstrate that the
successful solution to the modeling problems of plant protection is possible through the
synthesis of all the areas of research.
Chief of the Mathematical Modeling Laboratory of VIZR N.N. Semenova
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THE MATHEMATICAL MODELS OF AGROECOLOGICAL PROCESSES
IN PLANT PROTECTION AND THE SCHOOL
OF RATMIR ALEKSANDROVICH POLUEKTOV
*Topaj А.G.,**,***Semenova N.N.
*
Agrophysical Research Institute St-Petersburg, ** Saint Petersburg State University,
***
All-Russian Research Institute of Plant Protection, St-Petersburg
Discussing the Russian school of mathematical modeling in ecology and agroecology
and, in particular, the historical aspect of dynamic model development in plant protection
requires mentioning Professor Ratmir Aleksandrovich Poluektov, the outstanding Russian
scientist, the honoured worker of science of the Russian Federation, one of the founders
of the listed research areas in the USSR.
He deceased on 27 March 2012 and until very recently - over the period of 45 yearsran the laboratory of mathematical modeling of agricultural ecosystems of Agrophysical
Research Institute. The laboratory headed by him from 1967 is a reputable research centre
in the field of the application of mathematical methods in ecology. Several generations of
the research workers have replaced one another over the years since its foundation, while
the area of research kept changing and expanding.
The first period of the laboratory development covering the period from 1967 till the
mid- 1970s coincided both with an explosion of interest in theoretical ecology, the
scientific discipline connected with a quest for general mathematical regularities for the
description of the dynamics of populations and communities, and with the arrival of
computer equipment. It was then that in 1974 the unit of mathematical methods research
was set up in the Laboratory of Forecasts headed by I.Y. Polyakov at All-Russian
Research Institute of Plant Protection. By that time in the West theoretical ecology
research and computer supported application tasks had been carried out over the years. In
contrast, the negative attitude adopted in the USSR towards genetics in general and
mathematical genetics in particular was a hindrance to research in these fields. It was not
until the advent of late “Thaw” that within a few years the national school of mathematical
ecology emerged only to win international acclaim within a few years. The early
contribution of such outstanding scientists as Nikolay Vladimirovich Timofeev-Resovskij
representing biologists and Aleksey Andreevich Lyapunov representing mathematicians
played a crucial role in its formative stage. This school gave the world the pleiad of
eminent scientists including I.А. Poletaev, V.А. Ratner, Y.М. Svirezhev, А.М.
Molchanov. Ratmir Aleksandrovich Poluektov was rightly one of the founding fathers of
Russian mathematical ecology. It should be also noted that the application of the
mathematical methods for solving research tasks in the field of plant protection has been
characteristic of All-Russian Research Institute of Plant Protection (VIZR) from the time
of its establishment, which is first and foremost associated with the name of Professor
A.A. Lyubischev, who worked at this research institute from 1930 till 1937 and who also
belongs to the above mentioned cohort.
In that period the main area of research at Poluektov’s laboratory included the
description of the biocommunites’ numbers, age and sex pattern, along with the dynamics
of the genetic structure of the populations dependent upon the various factors of evolution
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and interspecies interaction. The mathematical formulation was proposed for the theory’s
over-riding concept of population fitness and the classification of the types of fitness
relative to the species’ numbers was elaborated. Equations were formulated and research
into the particulars of Mendelian population behaviour was conducted, the tasks of the
management of the population size and structure were set and their solutions found. The
results of this research are connected with the plant protection area, since the examined
and analyzed models of interspecies interaction of the «predator-prey» and «host-parasite»
type may be interpreted differently in the description of the effects of diseases, pests and
weeds on the productivity of monocultural and mixed crops.
The researched mathematical model of two insects’ species interaction may be cited
as an example. It may provide the theoretical basis for solving the problem of making a
comparison between different strategies of pests’ destruction with the use of the alternative
forms of anthropogenic ecological intervention, which, for example, is demonstrated in
work [1]. The introduction to the control system aimed at the extermination of pests is
possible in two forms. In particular, it may result in the short-term intermittent destruction
of one or both species, for example, with the use of chemical insecticides. However, in the
course of the behaviour analysis of the model decisions this method of control for the 2
species population appears to be ineffective, since over time the species’ population size
will grow and the system will again achieve its limit cycle, which means that the insects’
population will make regular self-excited vibrations. On the other hand, the population
restoration may occur at the end of the vegetation period and in this case the method
efficiency will be estimated differently.
The second approach consists in changing the function pattern responsible for the
nature of species reproduction and interaction. It is this parameter mode that the biological
control methods are consistent with. It turns out that in some cases it is more reasonable to
deal with the rival rather than with the pest itself. There are prominent examples of the
practical application of this method found theoretically. The parameters of one of the
species are changed by means of adding sterilized males and the system is able to acquire
the steady state condition with the small size of both species.
This research resulted in publishing a series of monographs [1, 2, 5] which still
remain invaluable guidance for all the specialists in the mathematical theory of
populations and ecological interactions. In its turn All-Russian Research Institute of Plant
Protection developed the research area of regression modeling for the solutions of practical
problems in the sphere of the projected growth of pests and the choice of tactics of pest
control.
Beginning with 1976 the crystallizing theory of crop programming and the
interrelated problem of the modeling of agricultural plants production process was main
area of research of the laboratory run by R.A. Poluektov. The laboratory faced the task to
develop from scratch the mathematical modeling theory of crop productivity and to create
the integrated computer agroecosystem model in the form of a computer program or the
early electronic computers which had made their appearance by that time. Eventually the
aim was to develop the «electronic agronomist», the computer-aided system of decision
support in theoretical agroecology and applied agriculture, the intelligent heart of which
was to be the simulation model of the «soil-plant-atmosphere» system with high
predictive capability. In the western countries the research in this field had been conducted
since the 60s. The leading school of scientists was established in Wageningen in the
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Netherlands, which included C.T. de Wit, J.Goudriaan, Penning de Vries and others, while
in our country just the attempt at outlining the problem was made. To coordinate efforts in
the new research area of our science a group of enthusiasts consisting of Y.K.Ross, O.D.
Sirotenko and R.A. Poluektov made the decision to conduct the workshops for exchange
of experiences and developing the general principles of building similar models. At the
suggestion of Y.K. Ross they were named WCM (Weather –Crop -Mathematics).
WCMs played a vital role in the formation of the mathematical modeling of the
agroecosystems in our country. By the start of the research the methods had been
developed to describe only those single processes that effected crop performance.
Therefore, the primary task was to build up the model which could imitate the product
process as a whole irrespective of any characteristics of a specific crop. It was necessary to
describe the main processes taking place both in the biological part of the system and its
abiotic environment (soil or surface air). This task was completed over a few years.
Traditionally the questions of soil water regime modeling were given much attention
at the Agrophysical Research Institute. It was this area of research that turned out to be
sought-after at All-Russian Research Institute of Plant Protection. The modeling of soil
chemicals distribution is closely related to soil water regime modeling. The computer
simulation software "PESTINS" (versions 1, 2, 3) monitoring the dynamics of pesticides
in soil was designed by applying the soil hydrophysical major characteristic model
suggested by V.V.Terleev [6, 9], who at that moment was a postgraduate student at the
laboratory run by R.A. Poluektov.
The team of researchers headed by R.A. Poluektov suggested the classification of
decision-making techniques in plant growing based on evaluating the consequences of
agricultural technologies in terms of time factor, along with the creation of the theoretical
mathematic modeling of the product process. The relationship between this classification
with the agroecosystem models in terms of production levels was shown. Many of the
ideas and concepts suggested even at that time are known under other names and are
currently used in the precision agriculture concept, the leading brand of modern
agricultural science. Monograph [4] sums up the laboratory research conducted at that
stage.
The description of the ecological crop interactions refers to the fourth level of models
(the last of the product level models) in accordance with the standard classification by de
Wit. To put it differently, in the process of the developing of the practical model system
«soil-plant-atmosphere» the attention to the issues of the influence of diseases and pests on
the growth and development of modeled weed cultures has been traditionally given on the
«with whatever funds remain» principle. Nevertheless, in a series of models the plant
protection problems were studied in reasonable detail. The agroecosystem model «potato –
pest - habitat» developed by V.G. Malinina in the 80s deserves mention as being one of
the most remarkable achievements. It may be stated that in this work a «bridge» was
constructed to span two historical areas of research conducted by the laboratory – the
population dynamics and the production process models. Thus, the growth and
development of potato were described within the framework of the traditional approach to
product modeling, while the dynamics of the pest (Colorado potato beetle) population
numbers and the aspects of the interspecies interaction between pests and crops
represented typical replicator equations [3].
In the mid-90s a team of researchers headed by R.A. Poluektov in collaboration with
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the specialists of All-Russian Research Institute of Plant Protection created a joint
computer program to model alfalfa treatment with insecticides. This model developed in
the age of MS-DOS continues to be usefully and efficiently employed at the present time
[11].
Finally, it is evident that a large number of developed models of the «lower»
productivity levels provide exceptionally valuable ground for theoretical research into
plant protection, since they allow us to obtain the detailed description of the crop condition
as the environment for the potentially adverse events [6,10].
The ideas and approaches described above did not remain the subject of purely
theoretical research study. Over just a few years the first integrated (basic)computer
models of the «weather - yield» type were developed and put into operation in the USSR.
Practically simultaneously two of such models were put into operational use at the
Agrophysical Research Institute and All-Russian Research Institute of Agricultural
Meteorology (Obninsk). It is today, nearly thirty years later, hardly thinkable that given
that level of computer technology and the advance of information technology it became
possible to achieve the smooth operation of such a sophisticatedly organized computer
system in terms of architecture and algorithm as the integrated model of the production
process. It was the enthusiasm, working efficiency and the high standard of the
researchers’ expertise that determined this success.
The arrival and the wide spread of the personal computer technology showed a
tendency for the «fragmentation» and the «personalization» of the agroecosystems models.
The model maximum accessibility for the potential end user was the essential requirement.
At the same time the perception of model high performance, computing environment
processes and information support changed and transformed alongside the information
technology development.
As a result, the research work of the laboratory consists of several autonomous but
integrated computer systems enabling to provide a complex solution to a wide range of
management and forecasting problems in agroecology, applied vegetation science and
plant protections [7].
Ratmir Aleksandrovich passed away at a respectable age. In spite of this his creative
activity did not fade away over the years. His demise marks a new stage in the laboratory
history. His numerous pupils are not to retard the process of scientific work initiated by
him and it is a matter of the priority.
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THE MODELING OF THE PRODUCTION PROCESS OF AGRICULTURAL
PLANTS WITH REGARD TO THE VARIABILITY OF THE HYDROPHYSICAL
SOIL CHARACTERISTICS IN THE APPLICATION TO THE CHEMICAL
METHOD OF PLANT PROTECTION
Badenko V.L., Latyshev N.K.
Saint Petersburg State Polytechnical University
There is no doubt that the hydrophysical soil properties [22, 23] define the intensity
and scope of the production process of agricultural plants, as well as the width of the
conditions optimum needed for the growth and development of not only crop species but
also weed vegetation. Soil is the object of both amelioration and the chemical method of
plant protection [1-4]. Furthermore, the tasks of developing methods to obtain, analyze
and use the quantitative information about the hydrophysical soil properties remain crucial
[9, 10, 19]. Among the mentioned tasks of particular interest is the development of the
method of the indirect assessment of hydrophysical indicators with the use of relatively
more available data about agrophysical soil properties [25, 26]. These tasks are also
closely related to the development of precision agriculture new technologies [6]. These
technologies require the control over the distribution of hydrophysical soil properties in
space for the calculation of soil moisture dynamics [11-14], which directly relates to the
distribution of crop protection agents of soil profile, and, consequently, to their efficiency
assessment [18]; for the modeling of nutrient metabolism, transfer and uptake in the root
layer [17, 20, 21]; and also for the forecasting of the growth and development of
agricultural plants [16]. To this end taking account of the spatial heterogeneity of
hydrophysical soil properties in such models is crucial to their development and perfection
[5].
A special modeling complex in the form of the information analysis system was
developed in modeling the growth and development of agricultural plants for conducting
research into the effect of space variability of hydrophysical soil properties on the
precision and accuracy of forecasts [7, 8]. This complex consists of GIS integrated with
the dynamic model of the AGROTOOL ecosystems production process. [16]. The
accuracy of the results obtained due to AGROTOOL, particularly for northwest Russia is
unchallenged. The model has been developed over 30 years and has passed the exhaustive
evaluation test [24]. In addition, the differences in the field tests and simulation do not
exceed 10 %.
The field studies were carried out on the farmland of the Menkovskaya experiment
station at the Agrophysical Research Institute in the Gatchina district of Leningrad Oblast
[15]. The mathematical methods of modeling were used to research the plants production
process in the field with an area of 6 hectares. In order to test the spatial heterogeneity of
hydrophysical soil properties, six soil profile cuts were made at a depth of one meter and
the samples were selected from the diagnosed soil horizons. In the course of the
experimental research the following agrophysical indicators were singled out in each of
the horizons:
• hydrophysical soil properties (maximum hygroscopic moisture -MHM, wilting
moisture - WM, minimum moisture-holding capacity – MMC and saturation moisture -
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SM);
• soil consistency density and soil particle density;
• soil texture;
• water conductivity of soil moisture.
In order to identify the sample location for collecting samples the geoinformational
technologies were used. Two variants of available soil maps were used as the criteria,
which included the information about the topography, the wet spots, as well the wheat
harvest - the cropping power of the agricultural ecosystem - specified in the course of
differentiated harvest by the precision agriculture technology and measured in increments
of 5х5 sq.m.
The soils on the surveyed plot are sandy loam. The heterogeneity of hydrophysical
soil properties was studied throughout the field area, the survey was conducted at a depth
of 1 metre in increments of 10 сm. The available moisture range (НВ-ВЗ) was selected as
the key indicator of interest. The processing of experimental results showed that the
variability of this indicator ranged from 0.11 to 0.17 сm3/сm3. A maximum was found in
different soil layers at different points of the field, which testifies to the considerable
heterogeneity of the soil properties in the experimental field.
The modeling experiments showed that the degree of impact of the variability of the
hydrophysical soil properties in terms of the field depth and area on the plants production
process depends on the weather conditions and,in particular on precipitation. The research
was conducted for wheat plantings in the real weather conditions over the period of 20072011. It should be noted that there was a possibility to compare the modeling results with
the field tests in the same field for the years of 2008 and 2010 The obtained results reveal
that the variability of harvest and the stages of wheat growth were observed only in 2008
and 2011. Thus, for example, the variability of growth stages for those years made up 5
days, while during the other years the variability of harvest and the growth stages was
essentially missing. This fact can be explained by the stored moisture analysis in a meter
long soil layer, which is viewed as one of the modeling results and is tested every day
during the growing season. The specific weather conditions created favourable stored
moisture in a meter long soil layer in 2007, 2009 and 2010.
The refinement of the model of agricultural plants growth and development on the
basis of the records of the spatial variability of the agricultural ecosystem’s hydrophysical
soil properties will allow to improve the choice of agricultural amelioration practices and
modern agricultural systems efficiency. The use of geo-information technologies will
enable to transfer the survey results to the other information systems including the regional
ones and also to apply them to justify the compromise solutions concerning the social and
economic development of the territories and the choice of environmental management and
plant protection strategies.
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MATERIALS FOR THE BUILD UP OF A NON-LINEAR MODEL
OF THE INFLUENCE OF THE GRENCH HERBICIDE ON THE NUMBERS
OF THE PHYSIOLOGICAL GROUPS OF THE SOIL MICROORGANISMS
AND THE PESTINS MODEL PARAMETERS
Bankina T.A.
St.Petersburg State University
The Grench herbicide was applied by means of spraying at the tillering stage of
barley during the early stages of the weedage growth. This herbicide belongs to the
sulfonylureas group and is characterized by the absence of phytotoxicity and has no
negative impact on sensitive crops. The recommended rate of application is 25 grams per
hectare.
The following options have been studied: control, 1/10 of the production dose, 1
production dose.
The numbers of the physiological groups of microorganisms were determined by
planting on the elective growing mediums favorable for the development of certain
microorganisms. Solid or semisolid growing mediums were used depending on
physiological properties of the microorganisms studied. The records were made by the
limiting dilution culture of the 10 grams of soil taking the humidity into account.
The presence of the ammonifying bacteria capable of using the proteins,
polypeptides, amino acids, nucleic acids and other organic nitrogen containing substances,
was determined by planting on the meat-and –peptone agar (MPA). The numbers of the
starch-reducing bacteria and bacteria that use mineral forms of nitrogen, were recorded on
the solid growing medium, the starch-and ammonium agar (SAA). The numbers of the
microfungi were determined on the agarized Czapek’s medium with the use of an
antibiotic. Records of the nitrobacteria were made on the liquid Vinogradskiy growing
medium followed by the qualitative nitrite reaction using Griess reagent. Records of the
denitrifying bacteria were made on the semisolid Berezovaya medium with the use of the
bromthymol blue indicator. The numbers were determined with the use of the McCrady
table. The structure of the microbial cenosis was evaluated according to the records of the
heterotrophic bacterium present on the agarized glucose peptone medium, and it was
followed by the description of the qualitative composition of the microorganisms,
according to their cultural and morphological properties. The characteristics of the
bacterial community structure were given using the total number of bacterium.
The presence of the nitrifying bacterium significantly reduced after administering of a
one production dose of herbicide from 102 /g of soil in control to 10 units/g when applying
the herbicide. 1/10 of a production dose had hardly any impacts on the numbers of
nitrifiers. The herbicide had a boosting effect on the numbers of denitrifying bacterium.
Whilst in control their quantity was 15*102/g of soil, after administering of a 1/10 of a
production dose, it was 15*103/g of soil, and after spraying of the crops with one
production dose it became 7.5*103/g. The total amount of ammonifying bacterium also
increased due to the impact of the herbicide in all possible options: control-4,4*106, 1/10
of a production dose-10,5*106, 1 production dose- 6,6*106/g. Metsulfuron-methyl
comprises five nuclear nitrogens and one atom of sulphur, which had likely laid the
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material basis for the processes of ammonification and denitrification.
The numbers of the starch-splitting bacteria as well as the bacteria that use the
mineral forms of nitrogen increased after applying of 1/10 of the herbicide’s dose:
control-155*103, 1/10 of a dose- 225*103, and drastically decreased when using of a one
production dose: 65*103/g of soil.
The total amount of micromycetes when applying of the herbicide was within 2,02,5*103/g of soil and did not change with the dose, it was two times less, though, than the
control-4,0*103/g. Thus, the use of a 1/10 of the dose of the herbicide had a boosting
effect on the majority of the physiological groups of the soil bacteria as well as the
inhibiting effect on micromycetes.
One production dose of the herbicide suppressed the soil microbial flora. The process
of denitrification and nitrification decreased. There was a 40 percent decrease in numbers
of the ammonifiers and 70 percent decrease in the numbers of starch-splitting bacteria.
Hence for both the bacteria and the micromycetes there is a borderline concentration of the
herbicide, which causes the suppression of the soil microorganisms; this concentration is
lower than the production dose of the herbicide and it is lower for micromycetes than for
bacteria: thus the mathematical model, reflecting the effect of the herbicide on the soil
microbial flora, is not in fact a linear one, and is specific for different groups of
microorganisms.
Different strains of microorganisms destroy the pesticides with various speeds.
Products used in the chemical way of plant protection, that mainly decompose due to the
specified type of bacteria, can disintegrate taking into account the feedback, which is the
effect they cause on the soil microorganisms. Due to the slowing down in the
decomposing of the pesticides in the soil, the dosage of the herbicide should be modified,
using the system for simulation of the pesticides distribution according to the PESTINS
soil profile for calculations. A computer experiment revealed that because of the
prolonged effect the herbicide delivers in the sandy loam soil, the pesticide’s dosage
should be decreased approximately by 20 percent.
bankinaagro@rambler.ru
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THE USE OF THE PROTECTIVE PROPERTIES OF BIOCHAR FOR
OPTIMISING THE ACTIVITY OF THE SOIL MICROORGANISMS,
AND OBSERVATIONS OF CHANGES IN THE SOIL PROPERTIES
WHEN SIMULATING THE PESTICIDES’ BEHAVIOUR IN IT
*Belinec A.S. , *Bankina T.A., **Rizhija A.Y., **Buchkina N.P.
* St.Petersburg State University, ** Agrophysical Research Institute, St-Petersburg
Biochar, produced as a result of heat treatment (400-800°С) of the plant and wood
residue with no oxygen supply, is currently more and more widely used in many countries
of the world as an organic ameliorant that does alter the soil properties that are used when
simulating the pesticides’ distribution according to the soil crossover and, hence, it has a
knock-on effect on the chemical protection of plants.
The aim of this research is to study the protective properties of biochar and its impact
on the kinetic parameters of the biota of the derno-podzolic loamy soil that ultimately has
an effect on half-life period of the pesticides that mainly degrade due to the interaction
with the soil microorganisms. The task of the research was to get a comparative evaluation
of the impact of the clover biochar and biomass on the main parameters of the activity of
the soil biota, and its impact on the amount of pesticides that needed to be applied.
The biochar produced from hardwood residue at the Institute of Forestry was used for
this research.
The effect produced by biochar on the physical characteristics of soil was studied. It
was revealed that adding of biochar into the derno-podzolic loamy soil increased its waterretaining capacity, swelling, shrinkage, moisture content, its extent of aeration also got
higher due to the increase in the porosity. After applying of 15 tons of biochar per hectare
into the plough layer of soil, the amount of both total (from 1,24 % to1,42%) and easily
hydrolyzable carbon (form 85 to 120 mg per kg of soil) rose significantly. Thanks to the
increase in the sorption surface of soil, biochar contributed to the development of the
aboriginal microbial flora. Being a superb adsorbent, biochar accumulated nearly all
necessary food compounds for plants and microorganisms, preventing those from removal out
of the loamy soil. Apart from the accumulation of nutrients in the soil, its availability for the
microbial flora and plants also increased because of the reversible adsorption by biochar and
irreversible adsorption by soil minerals. This aspect of the biochar impact is especially
important for such vitally important elements as phosphorus, potassium, zinc and copper.
As can be seen from the above, it was revealed that biochar performs a protective
function and thus creates favorable conditions in the soil for the development of
microorganisms. To confirm this conclusion, the main parameters of the activity of the
soil microbial flora were defined.
The biological potency of soil was determined by gas chromatography of the carbon
dioxide production (basal respiration). After the glucose was added-substrate induced
respiration. Adding of biochar positively increased the production of carbon dioxide by the
soil, to the lesser extent, however, then when adding of the clove biomass. The maximum
amount of C-CO2 production (55 mg/kg×24hrs)) was recorded after adding of the both
biochar and clover biomasses. In the presence of an ameliorant, the effectiveness of the
clover impact on the intensity of the biological degleyfication of the labile organic
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compounds of soil increased significantly. The same consistent pattern was traced in the
case of determining the intensity of work of the active microbial biomass (substrate
induced respiration SIR).
The content of the microbial biomass of microorganisms in the soil was determined
by the quantity of the carbon content of the biomass per kilo of soil. The carbon content of
the microbial biomass varied from 570mg/kg in control to 1180mg/kg in the case of joint
use of biochar and clover. The increase in the effectiveness of the clover impact when used
together with biochar can either be explained by the deterioration of the soil
microorganisms’ habitat or by the strong immobilizing effect of biochar (C/N 302
relation), or by the partial availability of the carbon content of biochar for the biota.
A metabolic quotient index is a metabolic factor that characterizes the effectiveness
with which the microbial community uses the available carbon to form one unit of a
biomass. The lesser this indicator is, the better is the state of a microbial community and
less energy they spend on forming of a unit of a biomass. The metabolic quotient is the
ratio of the microbiological activity of soil to the carbon content of the microbial biomass.
The highest amount of energy on forming of a biomass unit was spent by the
microorganisms in the soil of the control type without adding of any ameliorants (qCO2
10.35). With the adding of biochar qCO2 – 9.55, clover-7.51, with the joint use of biochar
and clover-6.45.
Thus, being an active adsorbent, having the protective function and favoring the increase
in quantity and activity of the soil biota, biochar changes the parameters of the pesticides
redistribution model according to the soil profile, and ultimately changes the effectiveness
of the use of pesticides. So in one respect, the distribution coefficient rises, in the other,
the prolongevity of the pesticides’ effect changes. The calculations using the system of the
pesticides distribution simulation system according to the PESTINS soil profile, using the
example of a herbicide zenkor (a.i.metribuzin) used in the quantity of 1.2l/ha, showed that
such change in the model’s parameters leads to a significant change in the volumes of
usage (up to 20-30% increase), although such norm does not alter neither potential no
actual danger a pesticide poses. This increase in rate of the herbicide is due to type of
particle size distribution of sod-podzol soil. The use of soil loamy to such crops as
potatoes are unprofitable. For this crop are more sandy loam.
21.01.1990@mail.ru
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THE CYCLICITY OF LONG-TERM DYNAMICS OF INSECT PESTS:
EUROPEAN CORN BORER AS AN EXAMPLE
Frolov A.N., Sergeev G.E., Malysh Ju.M., Kononchuk A.G., Grushevaya I.V.
All-Russian Research Institute of Plant Protection, St-Petersburg
Abstract
Literature on the problem of cyclicity in the population dynamics is examined. The
effective method of cycles parameters estimation is described by the example of the corn
borer. The endogenous phase factor in the population dynamics is estimated as well as
possible mechanisms involved .
Methods and Materials
The 19-year series of the European corn borer population dynamics is investigated.
The methods of time series analysis, iterative relationships linearization and correlation
analysis are used.
Research process and results
Regularities of long-term fluctuations of insects number are one of the central
problems in entomology. For better understanding of these regularities the long-term
observations are of especial value, «because a lot of dynamic patterns become evident
only after 20 or over years later the data collection » (Liebhold, Kamata, 2000).
Periodic surveys of density and mortality of European corn borer on the maize were
conducted during the development of eggs, larvae, pupae and adult flight within the crop
rotation of Kuban Experimental Station of All-Russian Research Institute of plantIndustry
from 1994 to 2012 (village Botanika Gulkevichsky district of Krasnodar Territory) using
the routine methodology (Frolov, Malysh, 2004). Insects were counted on the plants in
randomized plots with an area of 1.4-1.6 m2 (10-15 plots per field). Densities of
hibernating and overwintered caterpillars were counted in plant residues in 0.7 m2 plots
(50 per field). Densities of eggs were evaluated at fixed sites (10-20 per field); the sum of
the estimates obtained at periodic counts (4-6 days) was used to characterize absolute eggs
density on the crop. Larvae and pupae collected in the wild were kept under laboratory
conditions to eliminate the parasites, which species were identified with the working
collections. Daily weather information was obtained from Otrado-Kuban weather station
located in the center of the scientific crop rotation of KES of All-Russian Research
Institute of plantIndustry.
Insect density reduction within a generation was represented in a logarithmic scale K
= log Nt - log Nt +1, the index change in density was evaluated according to the formula: I
= Nt +1 / Nt, where Nt and Nt +1 - current density eggs (t) and the following generation (t
+1) (Huffaker et al., 1998). Weighted average estimates of densities on rotation crops were
log-transformed (ln) and transformed into deviations from the long-term average of the
corresponding series of the first or second generations of a season. This transformation
allowed combining counts results of in both generations of a year in one variation series
with properties similar to those of a normal distribution (Fig. 1).
The time-series analysis of series densities (autocorrelation functions, spectral
analysis and wavelets) was conducted using the results of 19-year fixed observations with
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Statistica and Past programs to identify both stationary and non-stationary periodicities
(cycles).

Fig. 1. Density fluctuations of corn borer during a series of successive generations

Power

Statistically significant effects for density fluctuations of caterpillars were obtained
using autocorrelation analysis. In particular, the reliability of direct density dependence
was proved at the level of p = 0.05, with the correlation coefficient r = -0.52. The partial
correlation function (applied to deviations from the mean - normalized reduction in the
density) proves the reliable connection of the current situation with previous one (delayed
density dependence): r = 0.62 and -0.54 at lags equal to 1 and 2 generations. Under larger
lags - 1 and 2 years, the correlations were following: 0.5 and 0.1 (to density reduce, while
to density itself, respectively 0.1 and 0.1).
Spectral analysis is one of the most common
methods for detecting periodicity - provided that the
9
8
fluctuations are sinusoidal and each one has its
7
amplitude, phase, and power is proportional to the
6
amplitude square. The relevant components were
5
4
identified using the Fourier expansion. Periodogram of
3
the model population density of European corn borer
2
1
was 0.12 cycle ranging from 0 to 0.51. That is
0
equivalent to the period of fluctuations equal to:
0,00 0,06 0,12 0,18 0,24 0,30 0,36 0,42 0,48
1/(0.12/0.51) = 4.3 of generation cycles (Fig. 2).
Frequency
Widespread use of the autocorrelational and
Fig. 2. The Lomb periodogram
spectral analysis was complicated by the non-stationary
fluctuations of the population dynamics in space and
time. Orthogonal spectral analysis describes cycles well only if the flutuations vibrations
are fixed, which means that their amplitude and frequency should not change significantly
over time. Obviously, these conditions are realized mainly for populations of living
organisms yet not always. Expansion of fluctuations in multiple time scales was proposed
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as a solution to the problem.
This principle is based on the "method of
1,2
wavelets", which is increasingly used for the analysis
1,6
of non-stationary periodicities (Dremin et al., 2001,
2,0
etc.). The wavelet is presented as a three-dimensional
2,4
spectrum, where the X - axis represents time, axis Y 2,8
frequency and the axis Z - amplitude of the harmonic
3,2
frequency at given time (Fig. 3.).
3,6
The space of wavelets was visualized by this
method (program Past) for biaxial fluctuations
4,0
frequency of the moth population deviations. The x0
4
8
12 16 20 24 28 32 36
i
axis represents time (generation), and the y-axis –
Fig. 3. Stationarity fluctuations
logarithmic values to the base 2. As a result, three
evaluated by Morlet wavelets
statistically reliable wavelets were obtained at least relevant to 4.4, 9.2 and 12 generations (and the last
two long cycles are non-stationary).
A cyclical factor is advisable to apply for practical prognosis of European corn borer
population number, using well-known methodology of multiple regression analysis
(Sergejev, Levina, 1981). It however requires a rather objective diagnosis of the current
population cycle phase. Despite the population cyclicity being proved, such a kind of
diagnostics is methodically presented only applying to voles so far (Sergeev, 2012).
The method is based on the empirically proven fact
that after the recession of the population number at the
cycle end the subsequent states of population
physiological reactions and abilityes change in the
initial direction up to the next cycle start. In particular
the level of percent changes of the population number
(in each successive year comparing with the previous
year) is primarily maximal and positive. Afterwards it
reduces gradually to zero and finally becomes the most
negative. This percentage exhibits a negative
Fig. 4. Multitaper spectral relationship with the number of years, passed from the
analysis of fluctuations in beginning of the last depression. The population
number series flattened by the moving average method
insect numbers
reveal this relation most clearly.
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A method approved for the voles’s population dynamics was used in the long-term
series analysis of changes number of the European corn borer. The thresholds of
multiplicity of density decrease as compared to the previous year were used as markers
showing the depression onset. The different hypothetical cycle borders within a given
dynamic range were defined basing upon different threshold levels. Actual borders
correspond to the only threshold, which was accompanied with the highest correlation
between the investigated population dynamics and the «phase factor» values (number of
years since the last depression). Here it is of great importance that in calculating the
correlation coefficient a relation linearization is strictly necessarily, otherwise even a high
real correlation may not be detected (Vasiliev et al., 1973).
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The multiplicities of the hypothetical population threshold drop from 1.1 to 2.0
imply the correlation 0.53. Correlation was increased to 0.62 by the threshold 2.1 and was
declining then (up to 0.39 at threshold 10). Consequently, the most likely sign for the
upcoming European corn borer depression – is that the population number drop is not less
than 2.1 times. Such a decline was firstly in 2003 (and then in 2007, 2010 and 2012).
Hence the numerical estimation of the "phase factor" was here available beginning with
2004. Thus, the proposed method revealed three complete cycles, from the depression to
the depression: 5, 4 and 3 years. Also quantified significant endogenous factor, that
determines population dynamics of the European corn borer by 38 percent (determination
is 0.622 = 0.38). It can be used in the forecast practice.
It is logical to assume that the impact of the nominal "phase factor" is realized
through different biological mechanisms. Partial autocorrelation function characterizes the
lag effect (delayed density dependence). This effect is interpreted by biotic regulatory
factors influence. So, for the 19-year period three periods of low insect population are
revealed (obviously corresponding probability of occurrence of a depression) in 19941995, 2003-2004 and 2011 - beginning 2012. As calculation of the survival tables showed
in 1994-95 insect larvae infection by Habrobracon hebetor was the leading cause of
mortality, and in 2004 - the eggs infestation by Trichogramma evanescens (Frolov, 2004).
One of the main reasons for the maintenance of the European corn borer population in
2011 at a low level was the high mortality of larvae from Lydella thompsoni. The sharp
decline in the number of European corn borer in the second generation in 2012 was (at
least partly) determined by the high eggs infestation of Trichogramma (68%).
Conclusion
The method for quantitative evaluation of the current cycle phase in the population
dynamics is proposed. The results of the analysis of long-term estimates of the number of
the European corn borer in the model rotation - support the view that, considering long
series of densities reveals the effect of number endogenous regulation (Turchin, 1995). It
is noteworthy that here this effect is confirmed in relation to an agricultural ecosystem
inhabitant, - the European corn borer. It was previously thought (Shchegolev, 1934), that
entomophags do not have a significant impact on this pest.
Supported by grant of RFBR № 12-04-00552.
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CORRECTING OF THE AMOUNTS OF PESTICEDES APPLIED ON LANDS
RECULTIVATED AFTER OIL CONTAMINATION
Ivanova A.V.
St.Petersburg State University
For this experiment they have used the selected the samples of soil from the plots of
the field experiment made by the staff of St. Petersburg Research Centre for Ecological
Safety of the Russian Academy of Sciences (SPRCES RAS), on the trial field of
St.Petersburg State Agrarian University. The test soil is a well cultivated, derno-podzolic
loamy one, developed on the carbonate moraine. By the beginning of the experiment, the
soil has undergone a four year cycle of self-regeneration after the oil contamination and, as
the research made by the SPRCES RAS team showed, nearly all the main properties of
the soil affected by the contamination had been restored.
The humic soil compounds were the worst ones to recover. Even after the four year
regeneration cycle, the changes in the composition and properties of humus, caused by the
oil contamination, were still there. The amounts of nitrogen and oxygen (especially of
oxygen) present in the tested humic acids (HA) of this soil are smaller than in
uncontaminated soil. The carbon and hydrogen content consequently increases. The results
received on the element analyzer itself are confirmed by converting of the composition of
elements into the atomic percentage. It is likely that the simultaneous increase in the
carbon (C) and hydrogen (H) content in the composition of the HA molecules is typical for
the oil contaminated soils. They are less oxidized and more hydrogenized than the HA of
an oil uncontaminated soil. As a result they are characterized by a bigger share of the
aliphatic content in the HA molecules then in the HA of uncontaminated soil. The degree
of oxidation of HA of the oil contaminated soil is nearly twice as much in comparison with
the antecedent soil (-0.57 and -0.23).
The study has revealed that as a result of oil contamination the degree of oxidation,
optical density and aromatization of molecules are decreased which does prove the results
received by other researches; it is likely to be caused by the fragmental integration of the
regenerated oil components into the structure of the HA molecules. The amount of acid
functional groups decreases that leads to the decrease in the HA reactivity.
Thus the changes of the derno-podzolic loamy soil brought about by the oil
contamination, are largely still there even after the four year regeneration cycle and have
an impact on the behavior of the chemical crop protection products. The modeling using
the PESTINS system of imitation of the pesticides’ behavior in the soil has showed that an
up to 10-15% increase in the amount of products applied is required for this type of soil.
nv-ivanova-89@yandex.ru
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INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES, SYSTEMS AND MODELS IN THE
AGRICULTURAL SCIENCE AND THE PRACTICE OF THEIR USING
IN THE PLANT PROTECTION
Khvorova L.A.
Altai State University, Barnaul
The methodology of the management of the agricultural crops production process
management began to take off in 1970s-80s. In our country this methodology was named “
programming of the crops”, which is “developing of a complex of agrotechnical,
ameliorative and protecting procedures, the timely implementation of which provides for
(with a certain degree of probability) the growth of the economically feasible crops
meeting the requirements of environmental control” [1]. Within the framework of this
trend they have carried out a number of theoretical and experimental researches the main
aim of which was to perfect the methods for the technological solutions in agriculture
taking into account the achievements of agrometeorology, agrology, agrophysics,
mathematical modeling and informatics [2, 3].
Programming of crops on the basis of general edaphic-climatic indexes and on the
basis of the use of dynamic simulation models, constitute two levels of using the
information technologies in agriculture, which are demonstrated in the works of
Bondarenko and his co-authors[4] and of Poluektov and the co-authors [5]. The
development of expert systems in agriculture as well as of expert-simulation systems[6],
and the method of modeling of the production process of agricultural crops [7] (which
takes into account both the changes in conditions of the growth of plants with time and
spatial variability of soil’s depth characteristics according to the soil profile), laid the
foundation for the start of using the information technologies in agriculture and plant
growing.
The application of information technologies in the above-mentioned spheres involves
the problems of mathematical modeling of the production process, agromonitoring and the
use of agrophysical methods of the precision agriculture information support[8], the
system analysis of analytical models and creation of the information and reference systems
and expert systems to optimize the use of land [9], the questions of using the GIStechnologies for designing the adaptive-landscape agricultural systems, developing of the
agricultural databases [10]. On their basis it is possible to develop and advance the whole
spectrum of information systems that support decision making in different branches of
agricultural production [11], including the ones for evaluating the phytosanitary state of
agrobiocenosises [12]. The most famous information systems for agriculture and plant
growing are: GEA (All-Russian Research Institute of Mechanization of Agricultural
agrochemical service, Ryazan) helps to summarize and resolve the majority of main issues
of technological, economical and organization nature, and adapts to the particular
conditions of a facility and to the newest achievements of agrarian science and practice;
RASKAZ (All-Russian Research Institute of Agronomy and Soil Erosion Control, Kursk)a complex agroecological evaluation of a region’s lands with detection, comparative
analysis, computer modeling and forecasting of problematic agroecological and ecological
situations. They perform a comparative assessment of the effectiveness of various
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solutions and set the priority of the measures to take; LISSOZ(All-Russian Research
Institute of Agronomy and Soil Erosion Control, Kursk ) –passporting of fields, automated
monitoring and listing of fields, choosing a crop, yields forecasting and programming,
optimizing the technological operations; AGROKON (Vladimir Scientific-Research
Institute of Agriculture)-a consultative-expert programme consisting of an expert system
and a database. The expert system enables for the targeted optimization of technology
packets. The database contain 25 rotation schemes that have different profiles: from grain
to feed crops.
The Databases are developed according to three directions: domain-specific
information ones, Internet- oriented and search ones. All three types are being studied at a
number of scientific-research institutions: Vavlilov Institute of Plant Industry,
Agrophysical Scientific Research Institute of the Russian Academy of Agricultural
Sciences, All-Russian Research Institute of Plant Protection (VIZR), Institute of Cytology
and Genetics -The Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences, Central Siberian
Botanical Garden and others. Thus at the Siberian Physical Technical Institute of Agrarian
Problems they have developed domain-specific information databases for plant growing:
“Resource-saving, soil-protecting grain production technologies”, “The Tractors of Russia
and CIS”, “Mobile Agricultural Equipment of Russia”, “Agricultural Equipment”;
“Tractors” search database that contains textual and graphic material on home and foreign
tractors (famous manufacturing firms and plants, technical characteristics, distinctive
features, exterior, details, price etc). Internet-oriented databases are used for interaction
with a World Wide Web user and they carry out prompt delivery of information to a much
wide number of users.
It is necessary to mention the integration of information technologies into the
management of phytosanitary situation when growing crops. The main principle here is to
optimize the decision making by using the forecasted phytosanitary situation of a field and
region, as well as the agrometeorological information.
Both in our country and abroad there is a positive experience of developing and using
of information systems in agricultural science and practice and the systems of monitoring
of the diseases and pests. The basis of phytosanitary situation management of a field and
region is a system of databases that accumulate the full amount of information about the
results of phytomonitoring, and thus contribute to optimizing of the choice of protective
measures.
The specialist databases for the integrated protection of grain crops from diseases,
pests and weeds, like “Weeds in grain crops”, “Grain crops pests”, “Grain crops diseases”
are aimed at detecting the most common weeds, pests and diseases, and choosing, taking
the situation into account, the adequate measures to protect the crops. Thus at the VIZR
laboratory of herbology they have created a database “Weeds in the flora of Russia” that
has hardly any analogues among similar weeds databases in Russia, as it contains
extensive information that is analyzed with the help of the information search system
(ISS), and comprises both diagnostic and analytical function and it is not limited to grain
crops only [13-14].
“Grain crops pests” databases [15-20] usually consist of the following sections:
classification of pests, ecological monitoring and control measures. “Weeds in grain
crops” and “Grain crops diseases” databases are similar in their structure. At this stage
nearly all the specialist databases require further development, particularly for their use as
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GIS attribute databases that include a special database and an analytical unit. The
databases developed at VIZR got such further development[21, 22].
Unlike databases, expert systems accumulate the experience of qualified specialists
and present it on-line in a form of an intellectual solution to the specific production
problem [23, 24]. The core of an expert system is a knowledge base - a model of an object
domain, described in high-level language [25, 26]. A compulsory part of an expert system
is the logical input mechanism that enables the search of necessary information in the
knowledge base and the forming of an expert conclusion [27, 28]. As a rule such systems
combine quality comments by experts and quantitative evaluations based on simulation
and analytical models. Hierarchy analysis method (HAM), offered by T.L. Saati, can serve
as methodological basis for such systems [29]. Using this approach, the mathematical
modeling and ecotoxicology laboratories of VIZR have developed a computer model:
PESTLOAD “Integrated informational model for evaluation of environmental hazard
posed by pesticides in the agrobiocenosises of agricultural crops. Version 02”, [30].
GIS-technologies combine knowledge and data pools and provide for evaluation and
visualization of an initial situation in nature tied to specific plots of land on which the land
use is taking place. Thus on the basis of the “Geoinformation Systems” enterprise
(Belarus, Minsk), they have developed a software package for operational evaluation of
the state of crops and crop yields for Belarus region (district)-wise, based on the
information gathered by the MODIS surveying instruments of the Terra artificial satellite.
The package’s work is based on the method of comparing the dynamics in the state of
plants in various year and searching for the an analogue year. This package uses the
statistical data on grain crop yields in previous years by regions and districts of the
republic. One of the search parameters for an analogue year is the normalized difference
vegetation index (NDVI) that is calculated for each shot made by Terra/MODIS. When
conducting the analysis of NDVI dynamics for a current year in many cases a year can be
found during which the similar dynamics in plant development was observed. The trial use
of the software complex was carried out at the Republic of Belarus. The average degree of
accuracy of the crop yields predictions was 91,8% in 2006, 92,5% in 2007, 79,2% in
2008, 88,7% in 2009.
In the Space Research Institute of the Russian Academy of Sciences (Moscow) they
have developed a monitoring system unit for the agricultural lands of Ministry of
Agriculture of Russian Federation, that gives an opportunity to analyze the temporary
series of NDVI. The purpose of the unit is to compare the NDVIs on different territories in
different years in order to pick the analogue years.
And finally, it is the mathematical model of an agroecosystem that would make it
possible to unite the knowledge of different spheres of science, concerning different parts
of such a system and to develop a concept of its behavior as a whole. The predicting
capability of the model can be used for achieving different goals: planning of the
economic facilities’ development, choosing of the most efficient strategies of operational
administration and so on.
It is known that the soil organic matter plays a key role in the buffering capacity,
sustainability and safety of agroecosystems. The model offered by I.M. Ryzhova [24]
describes the carbon balance in the “soil-plant” system with the help of a system of
ordinary differential equations. It observes changes in the reserves of humus in soil and
litter, annual output, the speed of humification and mineralization of plant residue and
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humus.
Works are carried out on assessing the sustainability and safety of agroecosystems,
predicting the consequences of the global climate change and the chemical makeup of
environment. However, the results of theoretical developments (except for the radiation
safety) are yet to be reflected in the criteria for evaluating the real environmental situations
and the relevant legal documents.
The integrated banks of models have become known where various calculation
methods are generalized on the unified methodical basis. The most famous are:
● the Polmod model created at the Institute of System Analysis, Russian Academy of
Sciences (authors I.G. Malkina-Pykh, Y.A. Pykh). Polmod brings together the units for
prognosis of dynamics of soil humus reserves (Polmod.Hum), pesticide content
(Polmod.Pest) and radionuclides (Polmod.Rad) in different components of ecosystem [32, 33];
● PESTINS model, developed at VIZR, (authors N.N. Semenova, K.V. Novozhilov,
T.M. Petrova, V.R. Zharov) simulates the distribution of pesticides according to soil
profile, taking its heterogeneity into account, and allows to correct the amounts of
pesticides applied in order to achieve the necessary effect [34,35];
● the PLOMOD bank of fertility models (V.V. Dokuchaev Soil Science Institute)
unites the soil fertility models of agrocoenosises from natural zones of the former USSR.
The cataloging of models was performed on the basis of unified scheme of soilgeographical and environmental-agricultural regionalization [36];
● CAMASE project carried out under the EU auspices, for creating of a bank of
fertility models aimed at the projecting of agricultural technologies. All models in the bank
(over 250) support the unified format for presenting the data and interacting with
geographic information system (GIS) [37];
 “Agrohydrology” computer system developed at the Agrophysical Research
Institute (St.Petersburg) in MS Visual Basic programming environment for calculating the
parameters of the hydrophysical characteristics of soil, most important of which are: 1)
water-retaining capacity of soil or the main hydrophysical characteristics (IGC); 2)
moisture or hydrolic conductivity of soil [38].
All those programmes and systems however are of a local nature, and allow to study
separate processes occurring in the “soil- land cover- atmosphere” system. The adequacy
and efficiency of agroecological forecasts due to a fuller use of empirical data, can be
only made possible with the help of complex computer models of simulation of the
production process of agricultural crops, that over the last few decades have turned into a
mighty instrument for scientific research as well as for solving the practical tasks of
agriculture.
The experience accumulated in Russia over many years of developing and integrating
the information systems, allows to make the following conclusions:
1. The problems of creating the efficient information systems for collecting, storing,
processing and using the information about objects, events and processes of scientific and
practical interest, taking place in agroecosystem, still remain current. Scientists have done
a good deal of groundwork in the sphere of information systems development, however,
currently there is no software product for baseline technologies for the production of
agricultural goods, specifically designed for the conditions of a particular commodity
producer. The above mentioned systems do not allow to fully solve the problems of
rational use of land, selecting resource-saving technologies for other regions of the
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country, making optimal decisions in the process of production of crops and when making
agroecological forecasts. As a rule, their adaptation is hard and requires a significant
amount of software improvement.
2. Information systems currently cannot be universally integrated into agriculture
without their complete computerization. This process strongly depends on the presence of
modern communication tools and computers on the farms, the level of their equipment and
the ability of staff to use them. Information systems haven’t yet become an integral part of
production process and are just a backup tool.
3. For creation of efficient information systems it is sensible to use the existing
software in the form of dynamic simulation complexes of agroecosystems’ productivity
and software tools, such as expert systems, GIS-technologies, hypertext and multimedia
applications design tools, network technologies support systems etc. In this case there is
high possibility that the designed information systems for the main spheres of agricultural
production will in demand and will be used in practice.
4. Launching of the frontline innovative technologies in plant growing and
agriculture requires multifunctional software equipment that would allow to make optimal
decisions in agricultural management. The theoretical (in the form of knowledge and
experience of specialists in the spheres of agronomy, biology, agriculture,
agrometeorology, atmospheric physics, soil science, hydrodynamics, mathematical
modeling and others) and informational/technical potential allows to develop, create and
use the already existing computer simulation complexes (AGROTOOL, EPIC, DSSAT,
MIDC – a modification of EPIC that works with satellite data, AGROSIM) to support the
making of decisions.
5. Practice reveals the lack of cooperation between the direct manufacturers of
agricultural products, the staff of agricultural administrations and scientists that can make
invaluable contributions into the development of various modern information systems as
they deal with those on a professional level. Bringing together the specialists in different
spheres gives a new boost to the development of agroecology and to the theory and
practice of plant protection in particular.
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DETERMINATION OF THE OPTIMAL DOSES OF ORGANIC FERTILIZERS
FOR PLANT PROTECTION BY THE COMPUTING EXPERIMENTS
WITH MATHEMATICAL MODEL ROMUL
Nadporozhskaya М.A., Chertov O.G., Abakumov E.V.
Saint-Petersburg State University
Introduction
Plants, developing in optimal conditions, are more sustaining against the negative
factors, in particular pest damage or phytopathogens. The resistance associated with the
optimal environmental conditions is associated to the best development of plants and the
immunity more than other forms of stability. The optimal plant growth and development
conditions can help to minimize the pesticides application.
The sustainability of natural ecosystems is manifested as the ability to maintain their
structure and function under external impacts. Sustainable ecosystem is the ecosystem
with the optimal development state which is in dynamic equilibrium with natural factors.
Sustainability of agro-ecosystems is supported by human activities. Calculation of the
optimal doses of fertilizers has been tested by a long agro-practice. The doses of fertilizer
are well controlled if we know their chemical composition and solubility, and by the
relatively quick determination of plant nutrients by soil chemical analysis. Organic
manures are applied longer then mineral fertilizers and the doses of their application had
been also traditionally defined in practice. In a changing climate and precision farming,
the requirements of new tools are needed to evaluate the doses and duration of action of
organic fertilizers. A simulation mathematical modeling could be quite effective for the
optimization of fertilizers application (Modeling..., 2007).
The aim of such modeling is a calculating the average characteristics of the soil organic
matter using a probabilistic assessment of the biological circulation of organic matter in
terrestrial ecosystems, included the processes of accumulation and degradation under
different climatic and anthropogenic impacts.
The aim of this research is the estimation of the optimal organic manures dozes, which is
in correlation to sustainable ecosystems development and prevention of unproductive
losses. The model of soil organic matter dynamic ROMUL was applied (Chertov et. al,
2001, 2007).
Method of study
The mathematical formalization of the humus type’s concept (Mor, Moder and Mull)
is the theoretical base of the model ROMUL. From the ecological point of view, Humus
types are the succession stages of soil organic matter transformation with the
predominance of different groups of organisms-destructors (fungi, bacteria, protozoa,
arthropoda, larvae of insects, earthworms). Main coefficients of oganic matter (OM)
transformation and mineralization in the model had been estimated in the laboratory under
controlled temperature and moisture. Dependence on climate is based on the independent
experiments on the influence of temperature and water on the OM decomposition.
Therefore the model can be applied to ecosystems of any bioclimatic zones. The model is
developed for forest soils, but has no limitations to simulate the dynamics of soil organic
matter of non-forest lands. Earlier version of the model was successfully applied during
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the international comparison of nine models from different countries for analyzing the
long term experiments of Rothamsted station (England) with the unique field data in the
course of centuries-old observations of the dynamics of OM in agricultural soils (Smith et.
al, 1997). The model is applicable for the analysis of OM dynamics under the changes of
vegetation and type of land use. Model ROMUL has been applied to analyze the soils of
East Russia (Modelling…, 2007), for theoretical analysis of nitrogen supply in forest soils
(Chertov e.a., 2002), evaluation of soil organic matter dynamics of boreal forest (Chertov
e.a., 2003), primary and secondary successions in the Netherlands (Nadporozhskaya e.a.,
2006) and Russia (Nadporozhskaya e.a., 2009), under different historical land-use
management techniques in European Russia (Bobrovsky et. al, 2010). The model ROMUL
can be used for the clarifying the impact and prediction the effectiveness of soil
restoration. The first such attempt had been also done with forest model EFIMOD in
which the earliest version of ROMUL was incorporated (Chertov е.а.,1999). There had
been shown the role of start compost addition and atmospheric N input for accumulation
of soil OM and growth rate of Scots pine. Simulation results had demonstrated what the
reclamation efficiency depends strongly on organic matter dozes as a row humus or
compost (with C/N 25 and 15 correspondingly) and atmospheric N input (4 and 15 kg/ha
year). All tests had shown the predominance mineralization of added manures. Soil OM
pools had increased only after achieving a balance of soil organic carbon with incoming
litter after start of Scots pine growth. EFIMOD had simulated the manures decomposition,
the biomass and soil organic matter increments without taking into account ground
vegetation. But on the first stage of soil formation the ground vegetation plays an
important role.
Grass on reclaimed areas (Androkhanov et al, 2000) can reach a
significant biomass of 500-600 g/m2 in the first year. Such biomass provides a fuller use of
released mineralized elements of nutrition and can reduce unproductive losses of starting
organic fertilizers. Simple balance agrochemical calculations are not applicable here
because the dynamic interactions of mineralization, humification and plant growth are
complex. Simulation mathematical models are applicable here.
The model ROMUL calculates the transformation (humification and mineralisation) of
organic residues and soil OM compartments, the gross soil carbon dioxide release and the
available nitrogen for plant growth. The rate of litter and soil organic matter mineralisation
and humification is dependent on quality of litter, soil temperature and moisture, and some
soil parameters, yielded from published and author’s data on organic debris decomposition
in controlled conditions (Chertov, 1985; Nadporozhskaya, 2000; Nadporozhskaya et al.,
2000).
The main specific feature of this model is that it calculates parameters of soil OM
transformation separately for organic layer (forest floor, peat) and mineral topsoil. The
forest floor is considered in the model as a set of distinct pools with the specification of
the decomposition for these horizons that is not taken into account in other models. The
ROMUL calculates soil OM and nitrogen dynamics. However, the model does not take
into account a biomass of reducers-organisms and litter biochemical composition. It also
does not calculate separately nitrate and ammonium nitrogen.
Experimental part
To run the model ROMUL we need a set of initial parameters: soil OM and nitrogen
pools in organic layer (if it exists) and mineral horizons; mineral soil bulk density; litter
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input (g/m2 / month) and its nitrogen ash content (g/100g),. We may divide litter input into
cohorts depending of their quality and localization (aboveground or underground).
Aboveground litter is the plant particles which fall on the earth surface (leaves, needles,
twigs, trunks and so on). More complicated situation is with a root litter fall. The part of
root litter fall which goes to the forest litter is calculated as the aboveground litter fall. The
part of root litter fall which goes to the mineral soil is calculated as underground litter fall.
The soil organic matter is divided two parts – labile and stable pools with different rates of
mineralization. The next important coefficient is the rate of true humus mineralization, and
it is a site specific calibrated rate variable. The model ROMUL calculates CO2 flux and
mineralised nitrogen which is available for plant nutrition. Nitrogen gaseous losses and
leaching are still not incorporated in the model. The ROMUL has opportunity to take into
account the atmospheric nitrogen deposition. All data has monthly input and output time
step despite of the model calculates results daily.
To simulate soil climate, a soil climate simulator SCLISS is added to calculate the
moisture and the temperature in organic layer and in mineral soil. SCLISS is the statistical
model of soil hydro-thermal regime . Soil climate is statistically generated using monthly
average data of air temperature, precipitation, soil bulk density and type of vegetation
(forest or field) (Bykhovets, Komarov, 2002; Bykhovets, 2007).
The aim of the study was computational experiments with model ROMUL to estimate the
optimum doze of organic fertilizer and time for soil reconstruction from bar loam to the
podzolic soil of spruce forest. The model was applied for the Luzhskyi region of
Leningrad oblast (temperature of the warmest and the coldest months 16.6 and -8.9 º С
correspondingly).
Simulation scenarios.
1.(Control). It was simulated a soil self-restoration in re-vegetated spruce forest on
non carbonate moraine loam with a zero organic carbon on the start, and with
aboveground litter fall consistently increasing from 0 to 180 g/m2 yearly, N 0.9 and 0.5
g/100g in needles and twigs correspondingly. Root litter fall was accepted equal to
aboveground litter fall (N 0.5 g/100g). Root litter fall was distributed between forest floor
and mineral soil according to the expert estimation by O.G. Chertov depending on the
forest floor thickness (in this case, the OM distribution was 45 and 55% at the forest floor
and mineral soil, respectively for the centennial forests). Influence of reclamation
techniques simulated in the following variants: 2. (Grass) – - forb-grassmeadow (N 1,0
and 0,7 g/100g in above and belowground litter fall), which has grew during 20 years ,
with a maximal total litter fall 100 g/m2 annually and underground litter fall 70 %; 3.
(Peat) –peat application of 10 t/ha (C/N 25) at the start only; 4. (Grass and Peat) –
combination of 2 and 3.
Simulations were done for the period of 100 and 200 years.
Results and discussion
The results of simulations have shown that the labile humus has restored after 100
years in control under self-restoration (Fig. 1). Stable humus continues its increase even
after 200 years. It is in correspondence to literature data about characteristic time span of
humus formation in the south taiga on the heavy soil parent materials (Alexandrovskyi, 2002)
and OM storage in taiga forests 5,8-6,9 kg/m2 in Leningrad oblast (Chertov, 1981). (Fig. 1).
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ROMUL.
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“Start peat” (10 kg/ha),
“Peat + forb-grass” and ”Forbgrass” have increased the total soil OM pools. These results were marked till 40-50 years
(Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Total soil OM
accumulation – the results of
simulation with model ROMUL.
(Scenarios: 1 – Control; 2 –
Grass; 3 – Peat; 4 – Grass and
peat.)

At the same time the
model results demonstrate
the increase of an available for plant nutrition nitrogen in scenarios Peat and Grass and
Peat (Fig.3). The positive effect of peat would be more visible in the whole ecosystem
model where it is possible to reproduce the ecosystem feedbacks.
Probabilistic evaluation of organic manures dozes has been done to find a balanced
biological cycle and prevention of unproductive losses of C and N (data not shown). As
the balance criterion, we have assumed a pattern of curves for total soil OM changes and
its components. Progressive elevation of that curves indicates the accumulation process.
Yielding curves on the plateau reflects an equilibrium of soil OM with processes of
organic debris input and soil OM mineralization. Numerical experiments have shown that
start application by 10 t/ha of peat would be accepted by soil without excessive losses.
Simultaneous peat application with forb-grass vegetation lets to increase the organic
manure start application till 30 t/ha.
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Fig. 3. Pools of available for plant
nitrogen
– the results of
simulation with model ROMUL.
Scenarios: 1 – Control; 2 – Grass;
3 – Peat; 4 – Grass and peat.

Conclusion
The ecologically optimized doses of organic manure might be estimated on the base
of soil and litter input data (soil temperature and moisture, OM and nitrogen stocks in soil,
quality and quantity of litter fall). It is possible to simulate the ideal pattern of soil OM
dynamics for stable climate and litter input and the level of ecological equilibrium under
different farming systems. So, we have an opportunity to predict the rate of soil
dehumification and degradation in a case of manure decrease.
One of the main tasks for future research in this direction is the finding a correlation
between soil organic matter transformation and an effect of lithogenic factor
(mineralogical composition). Soil OM differentiation into labile and stable pools is the
significant task as well.
As positive results of this study gives a possibility to mark some gaps of knowledge both
in soil science and modeling. Firstly, there are questions on a change of soil nitrogen
transformation patterns under excessive organic manure or plant debris input. Secondly,
there are questions on mathematic model structure adopted to the simulation of cultivated
soils, namely on calculation the OM dynamics in the topsoil humified horizons and in
under-laying medial and deepsoil horizons with an illuvial humus and with a lower rates of
OM dynamics due to less aeration and temperatures, litter input, and soil compaction or remoistering.
This work was partially supported by Russian foundation for basic research, project
№ 12-04-33017 and SPbSU 1.0.142.2010.
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ITERATIVE PROCESSES TO SOLVE
NONLINEAR FILTRATION PROBLEMS IN AGROECOLOGY
Narbut M.A.
Saint Petersburg State University
To formulate mathematically problems concerning water filtration in soils which we
meet in agroecology [6,7] in our attempts to choose some actions for plant protection and
to forecast the results of chemical methods of plant protection (CMPP), we begin with the
partial differential equation (PDE)

to be solved in the domain Ω  Rn (n=1,2,3) under some initial and boundary conditions
[1]. Here we mean the summation from 1 to n on the repeated index i. To simulate
processes in soils we often consider the one-dimensional problem in space taking the axis
x=x1 in the vertical direction [7].
The possibilities of the analytic approach to solve boundary value problems are rather
restrictive and in practice we widely use numerical methods together with the
corresponding software. To solve linear boundary value problems we may use the PDE
Toolbox package in MATLAB system of computational mathematics. To solve nonlinear
problems we usually apply some iterative processes. The universal iterative process was
proposed and proved analytically in Koshelev’s works [2,3]. Let us take the nonlinear
equation of filtration:

for the pressure (or potential) p(x,t), to be solved in the cylindrical domain
Q=Ω×(0,T) under boundary conditions

The function a(|grad p|) is given by the formula

where a(0)=αβ>0, a(∞)=α>0, β>0.
To solve our problem we use the iterative process
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which converges to the weak solution in the Sobolev space W2(1,0)(Q) as the geometric
sequence with common ratio q=(Λ-λ)/( Λ+λ) taking ε=2/(Λ+λ) as the optimal value. Here
Λ and λ are the supremum and the infimum of the eigenvalues of the matrix A with the
components

And one can easily check that
Λ=α, λ=αβ,

q=β/(2α β), ε=2/(2α β)

for the function a (|grad p|) chosen before.
The computer realization of the iterative process was fulfilled in MATLAB. The
solution of the linear parabolic equation is reduced to the solution of the system of
ordinary differential equations

for the values of the potential
P(t) to be found in mesh nodes where some known
formulas for the matrices M, K and the vector R [4,5] are omitted here. The iterative
process in the PDE Toolbox is given by the formula

where B is the gradient matrix to be calculated by some codes included into the PDE
Toolbox package; the summation is produced over all mesh elements with the measure
mes(ωe). Some numerical experiments have shown that the accuracy of a solution with the
order of 0.001 may be achieved after 7 8 iterations.
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THE POSSIBLE SOLUTION TO THE PROBLEM OF DETERMINING
OF THE DENSITY OF THE SOIL MICROORGANISMS’ POPULATIONS
BY THE METHOD OF «ZERO CORES»
Perevertin K.A.
The Center for Parasitology of the A.N. Severtsov Institute of Ecology and Evolution
of the Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow
Annotation
The method of “zero cores”, that helps to estimate the soil nematode
population density on the example of phytoparasitic nematodes, is proposed on
the basis of combined application of Taylor’s power law and Negative binomial
distribution.
Key words: nematode, population density.
Phytoparasitic nematodes are responsible for up to ¼ of the all world’s crop losses
due to harmful organisms [6, 9]. The economic significance of the losses of agricultural
products to nematode diseases, which has risen during the period of growth in farming
agriculture, predetermined the increased scientific interest towards this group of
phytoparasites and to the mathematical modeling in particular. The success of the latter is
mediated by the bioecological features of the object of modeling controlling. A nematode
cannot run, jump or fly, it concentrates in a layer of the root soil of the host plant and has a
relatively low potential for multiplication, just hundreds or thousands, unlike millions for
fungi and billions for viruses. There was definitely a certain sense of euphoria
surrounding the work with an “ideal object” that resulted in the creation of the multiple
gorgeous mathematical models for the dynamics of the numbers of helmints (that were
firmly based on the works of the main model-makers: Ferhulst and Lotka-Volterra [3, 8,
11]). The most valuable ones are the models of nematode harmfulness that are referred to
as critical point models [3] after H. Ferris [8].
The euphoria was soon however replaced with disheartenment during production
implementation attempts, when the necessity of an adequate field evaluation of the main
input value of the model, the presowing density of the nematode population- Pi, arose (for
the convenience we will mention Pi = X ). When asked the direct question by the practical
men: “So, how many cores and of what volume should one take per hectar?”, they had to
be evasive by offering the known recurrent (sequential) algorithms that required testing of
the soil cores each step of the way, even before uniting them into one sample according to
a statistical unit[8].
It is interesting that this year (2013) can be considered to be a landmark one after the
fundamental article by L.R. Taylor was published in the “Nature” magazine in 1961[12].
Over the last fifty years many researches, while confirming the existence of a link between
b
the mean and the dispersion S 2  a X , still disagree on one crucial bit. The Taylor power
law. Is it a statistically acceptable description of many isolates situations or a fundamental
provision that is true in stead and stall? The biology needs LAWS. The Taylor’s
declaration of the species specificity of the b parameter, that reached its peak in
nematology in the 1990s [3, 7], looked very promising, but it also wasn’t backed up by
any satisfactory evidence.
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In our opinion the truth lies somewhere in the middle as usual. The flocks of birds
and saigas, patches of plankton and even dispersed (focal) distribution of nematodes in the
“even” agrobiocenosises with the geometrically regular locations of the host plants and the
levelled mesorelief, support Taylor’s theory. The obvious drawback of the latter is the
correlative (not a strictly functional one) nature of the practical dependence, but it is
mainly due to the imperfection of our recordings and it by no means makes the law false
or unsuitable for using in applied developments.
A separate matter is the applicability for the diagnostics of the beta-distribution in
cases when the variation of characteristics is limited from both sides, for example, for
percentages or probability estimates. It is successfully used to estimate the numbers of
sucking insects affecting apple trees, for example of the dysaphis devecta [4]. For
percentage and lobes it is described by two parameters [5]:
a– the amount of accountable items with the development of a characteristic,

a  n p;
b – the amount of accountable items without the development of a characteristic,
b  n  ( 1  p )  1;
где p- mean probability of the development of a characteristic; n- sample volume
The most anticipated value of probability of the development of a characteristic in the
studied population resulted from the sampling data, is determined by the formula:

M0 ( p ) 

(a 1)
.
(n 1)

For average probability values (15-85%%) with sample volumes of more than 30
units, beta-distribution nearly coincides with the Student’s distribution, that is traditionally
used for such cases. However when they come close to 0 or 100%, especially in cases of
small samples, the values according the Student’s distribution fall beyond the scope.
Here it is worth remembering the “pre-Taylor” statistical laws of distribution that
were used on many occasions (and still are) in biometry and particularly when it came to
the nematode populations: lognormal and binomial (the discrete analog of betadistribution) distributions, Neumann’s distribution of type A and so on[3,6,8,10]. Here we
also can’t help mentioning the works of S.V. Vasiliev (VIZR), our co-author of many
years, focusing though on non-microscopic pests [2].
The core of our method comes down to the seemingly paradoxical recommendation
which is the recording of the numbers of “empty” soil samples that do not contain any
nematodes of this kind. We offer the roll bioassay as a simple method for sedentary
nematodes [3]. The original mathematical basis assume the joint use of the Taylor’s Law
and one of the distribution laws, with the negative binomial distribution considered to be
the best one of them[6, 10].
If р is the probability of finding the nematodes of the studied type in a soil sample,
then q is the inversed probability, expressed by the following equation:
b

b 1
S2 a X
q

 aX
X
X

The K parameter of the negative binomial distribution (p-q)-K that shows the state of
aggregation of the populations can be expressed as follows:
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X
X

q-1 aXb-1  1

K

Let us use P0 for the lobe of zero samples (in percentage):

P0 

100
qK

or

lg P0  2  K  lg q

Substituting K with the previously worked out formula, we finally have:

lg P0  2 

X
aX

b 1

 lg a X

b 1

.

1

Knowing the a and b parameters of Taylor’s law and assigning values from 0 to
100% to the P0 with the acceptable incremental step, it is possible to get a computer
solution for Pi in every case. As a summary of works on M. incognita (Kazakhstan,
USA, Great Britain, Russia [1, 3]), we say that a=1 (ideal case), b=2,2. The calculated
values for P0 are given in Table 1.
Table 1 – The predictable density of M. incognita nematodes.
P0, % «empty
5
15
25
35
45
55
65
samples»
The calculated
Pi  X of eggs and
87,1 36,3 20,1 12,0 7,3 4,3 2,4
larvae per 100 cm3
of soil

75

85

95

1,2

0,4

0,7

The analytically achieved functional relationship is not always an adequate one in
practice (a posteriori adequacy does not always mean a priori adequacy). For example, the
theoretical dependencies calculated for M. incognita did not work in the Voronezh Region.
The setting using the factor-dependent parameters (K and a) was often not sufficient.
We often tried to solve this problem with the simple approximation of the
dependence function of the “empty samples” (the examining of technologically removed
root residues after the vegetation) and the average infection rate by a greenhouse’s halfsection[1]. These empirical dependencies are of course closely connected with theoretical
function of Table 1 and the problem may be regarded as trivial scaling, but nevertheless it
is impossible not to link the universal function to the environment of an agrocoenosis. At
any case the use of this mathematical tool can be possibly found to be useful by our
colleagues for determining of the density of other biological objects.
Conclusions
1. The effective nematode control in agrobiocenosises even with the developed tools
of mathematical modeling during production implementation, cannot be exercised without
a technologically relatively simple but statistically very efficient method of evaluating of
the main input variable model - the density of the nematode population, Pi,(species/100
сm3 of soil).
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2. The proven application by us of the zero cores method allowed not to recount the
microorganisms in every core, but only to declare their presence/absence.
3. The lobe of the zero cores (%) allows for the adequate evaluation of Pi.
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PROSPECTS FOR THE DEVELOPMENT
OF THE PESTINS SYSTEM OF THE COMPUTER SIMULATION
OF THE PESTICIDES’ BEHAVIOUR IN THE SOIL
*,**
Semenova N.N.
*St.Petersburg State University,
**All-Russian Scientific Research Institute of Plant Protection. St-Petersburg
There are has developed the Pestins-3 [12] system of the computer simulation of the
pesticides’ behavior in the soil, that is aimed at analyzing of the pesticides’ behavior
taking the edaphic-climatic and soil capability factors into account inVIZR [1, 2, 17]. The
use of this system for the computer experiments allowed to evaluate the prolongevity of
the effect and the environmental safety of products., The system can determine the
pesticide’s content in a soil solution as well as the pattern of sorption of a pesticide by the
soil, and the losses due to degradation, relying on the distribution of a pesticide according
to the soil profile. The way in which a pesticide is distributed according to the soil profile
in the end determines its effectiveness against certain parasites, weedage and diseases
caused by the organisms inhabiting the soil.
The calculations using different scenarios of weather conditions, the time of
application, depth and the amount of a pesticide used, allow to conduct the comparative
environmental assessments of agrotechnologies and to range the optimal doses of the
pesticide for different types of soils and weather conditions. The optimal is considered to
be a dose that brings about the needed prolongevity of effect with the minimal depth of
migration, without rising of the MRl of this product in soil in the end of the season.
The system’s software is presented in the standard Windows interface. The system
was developed in the Delphi environment. The information support of the Pestins system
is provided by means of maintaining of the database (DB). Hydrometeorological data as
well as the data characterizing soil and pesticides is stored in the DB [16], which allows
for its continuous use for calculations. The user friendly interface allows to easily change
the conditions under which the simulation model is run, and to perform the interactive
simulation of a studied pesticide’s redistribution according to the soil profile.
The Pestins systems can be used for the following purposes. Firstly, it can be used for
solving the research tasks, that is, for studying of the peculiarities in behavior of different
products under the conditions of a certain field and of the various factors contributing into
those peculiarities. Secondly, it is useful for solving the classification tasks: for the
assessment and comparative analysis of a certain range of products when they are used in
different edaphic-climatic conditions. For example, ranging of pesticides according to the
extent of the environmental threat they pose for the soil. Finally, the system can be used
for solving of the mixed type tasks: for determining of doses of the products, effective
against certain harmful objects, used in a certain case, and choosing of the safest products.
The requirements towards the input information, necessary for the use of PESTINS,
should change depending on a task.
In the first case, they require the detailed information about the hydrophysical
properties of the soil [4, 5, 13, 17, 18], as well as the performing of laboratory
experiments to determine the influence of the conditions of the soil (temperature,
humidity, etc) on the physical and chemical parameters of a pesticide. But in this case
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there exist both direct and reverse connections. After finding itself in the soil, a pesticide
begins interacting in various ways with the soil adsorption complex and the soil-inhabiting
organisms and here we face the effects of the indirect control. Thus for example, the soil
microflora is influenced significantly by the plant protection products that are added to the
soil. That is why, the nitrogen model [11] should be modified taking into account the
impact of pesticides on the processes of transformation of the nitrogen compounds in the
soil.
For resolving the classification issues one can use the statistically average parameters
of the certain types of soils and products. In this case it is necessary to integrate PESTINS
into the Geological Information System (GIS) that would make the system suitable for use
in the comparative analysis of distributing of the most wide spread plant protection
products in different climatic zones, and for creating of adequate maps of the soil
contamination by pesticides.
It is clear that the task of choosing of the optimal (in the above mentioned sense)
doses of pesticides can be performed on both regional and local levels. The local level is
close to the precision agriculture and requires the detailed information on soils, products
and meteorological conditions. For the second level of solving the task of the balanced use
of pesticides, the more general information can be used.
Taking into account that the research studies of the precision agriculture technology
[3], aimed at developing of the cutting-edge techniques, require support in terms of
considering of the impact caused by the plant protection products, the integration of the
system of the pesticides redistribution in the soil, using the various dynamic models of the
processes taking place on an agricultural field, for example: the more detailed models of
the soil moisture dynamics [6-10], the models of metabolism, transfer and absorption of
nutrients in the root layer [14, 15], or the complex models of the plant production process
[9, 16], that would allow to choose the optimal tactics for the use of pesticides.
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All-Russian Research Institute of Plant Protection (RRIPP, VIZR) is actively engaged
in research connected with the phytosanitary optimization of agroecosystems on the basis
of resistant varieties, environmentally safe plant protection products, the biosecurity
systems, phytosanitary monitoring and the forecast of phytophags, entomophages and
phytopathogenes. Mathematic modeling used for this purpose proved its valdity. However,
generally the dynamic determinated models in plant protection are applied for the solution
of research problems focusing on exclusively some specific aspects of the phytosanitary
situation development in the agroecosystem. The opportunities offered by the
methodological approach based on the integration of the dynamic models of the crops and
the procession targets followed by the subsequent creation of simulation models showed
quite good results in the study of certain pests and diseases [1-2]. However, in passing
from the agrobiocenosis level to the agroecosystem’s one, this approach, on the one hand,
is characterized by excessive detailing, and, on the other hand, does not cover all the
essential features of the phytosanitary environment.
For example, in modeling the interaction between the host plant, some pest,
pathogene or some species of weed vegetation, the fact that these interactions are not
disconnected and there is a fairly large number of such pathogens, pests and species of
weed vegetation is disregarded [7].
Another significant aspect of the phytosanitary situation development in the
agroecosystem is connected with the crops planting rotation, but none of the existing
dynamic deterministic models takes this fact into consideration. In fact, all these models
are tied to the specific agrocoenosis and ignore the role of the first crop. The model
proposed in the paper has a purely theoretical nature, since it is not the question of a
specific agroecosystem, i.e, the procedure for crop rotation is not established. However,
the evaluation method for the impact of the first crop on the phytosanitary situation
development in the agrocoenosis of the following crop is given.
In a simplified form the model may be represented in the form of the system of
differential equation, the state variables of which are the biomasses of a crop and weed
vegetation, the density of the dominant types of pests (sucking and leaf-eating insects)and
pathogens, as well as of the appropriate natural enemies. The record of the first crop is
kept by setting the parameters of harmful objects’ development, the parameters themselves
depending both on the specific crop rotation system and the soil and climatic conditions of
the agricultural ecosystem under examination. The protective measures are modelled by
control action interactions, most of which do not imply direct control. With the use of the
chemical and biological crop protection methods their elements interact with the
components of the agricultural ecosystem. Therefore, it is essential to examine the
associated dynamics of charaсteristics of both the crop and targets (direct and indirect
ones) and elements of protection (pesticides for the chemical method and biopesticides for
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the biological one).
The idea which underlies the mathematical model under discussion lies in the
correlation between the « stability» concept as it is termed by the plant protection
scientists [3-5] and the perception of stability in the mathematical sense as the stability of
equilibrium solution of the system of differential equations matching the developed model
[6]. This correlation is based on the union of the agrarian scientific-theoretical potential
and the gained practical experience, and the result is bound to come through in the
validation of the zone system of integrated plant protection.
The systematic approach should be a prerequisite for solving the problems of plant
protection ecologization, its adaptive intensification and, in particular, the biologizing of
technology processes. This means that the stable functioning of the agricultural ecosystem
components, the chief among which were those listed above, coupled with the
maintenance of the organic content of soils and of nutrient concentration at the required
level; the maintenance of the satisfactory structural state of soil; the optimum level of
agrocoenosis water balance ; the lack of erosion and soil blowing interact very closely
with the elements which regulate the phytosanitary condition of planting and soil.
It is assumed that all the conditions of the sustainable development of the agricultural
ecosystem are fulfilled. There are integrated crop protection systems which repress
harmful objects at the required level, i.e. the sustainable development of the agricultural
ecosystem is observed [7]. It was demonstrated that if similar conditions corresponding to
the mathematical model are fulfilled, the stable equilibrium solution may exist for the
differential equation system (with some additional constraints on model parameters). As a
result, at a totally new level the correspondence was established between the proposed
mathematical model and its prototype.
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COMPARATIVE ASSESSMENT OF POPULATION PHASE INFLUENCE ON
POPULATION DYNAMICS (ILLUSTRATED WITH MICROTUS ARVALIS)
Sergeev G.E.
All-Russian Institute of plantProtection. St.Petersburg
Abstract
The study provides evidence of impact on vole Microtus arvalis number by a phase
factor that reflects particular physiological state at different phases of the population
dynamics cycles. The influence power is quantitatively compared with the effects of
weather conditions and chemical treatments carried out against rodent.
Methods and Materials
A method for quantitative estimation of the population dynamics factors on
corresponding time series data of the population dencities and characteristics of the habitat
is proposed. Multiple regression analysis is used to previously converted variables to
achieve a linear relationship. The method is illustrated with data on the vole population
45-year dynamics in Krasnodar region considering weather factors and chemical control
for the rodent.
Research process and results
The problem of phase specificity in a long-term population dynamics of harmful
organisms is relevant for forecasting in plant protection service for several decades.
Hitherto this specificity cannot be mathematical-statistically evaluated or quantified.
A phase state of the population dynamics is reflected both in morphological and
physiological characteristics of individuals and in their number. The latter one is usually
taken as the basis for investigating the phase state dynamics of the population, but the
appropriate analysis requires a fairly long series of empirical implementations, in reality
inaccessible.
This "number factor" under cyclic dynamics was evaluated by the mathematicalstatistical method (Stenthes et al., 2003). At the disposal of the researchers there were
series of long-term changes in population number for six populations of vole Cletrionomis
rufokanus. In each sample there were between 12 to 16 realizations. In particular, the
authors shows that 70-79% of the population number variability was determined by the
preceding population number (hence also by population dynamics phase state) . Similar
results were cited in earlier publications for populations of voles in Hokkaido and in
Finland too. Although it is not clarified, first, the effect of a cycle phase itself (because the
numbers both current and previous are largely determined by an endogenous phase factor)
. Secondly, it is also unknown in this study how much impact on the rodent population had
exogenous environmental factors directly (especially the weather) . Indeed, the phase
factor significance should be quantified and compared with the density independent factors
(weather) and dependent ones ( such as chemical treatments against this rodent, predators, their
population number itself ). But the solution to this problem is quite possible.
When the duration of the observation period is sufficient (decades), population cycles
are commonly seen in the year dynamics graphs for many species, in particular for
agricultural pest rodents. Their abundance is estimated usually by a number of daily catch
in masher. We investigated the data of Plant Protection Service in Krasnodar region for
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Common vole Microtus arvalis in plain-steppe zone from 1963 to 2007. The graph of
dynamics of average year catches numbers per a trap (population density estimates Z)
shows regular periods of increase and subsequent decrease. The cycles have a duration
from 3 to 5 years and clearly stand out among the other minor disordered fluctuations. The
beginning of each increase steadily accompanied more than two-fold decrease as
compared to the previous year catch. If the catches number is expressed as a percentage of
its long-term trend level, such periods are seen most clearly .
Nevertheless , a sufficient proof for reality of these cycles is absent. It is not proven
yet, that they are due to some own mechanism and are not the result for non-cyclic outer
factors impact, which in the considered time interval only occasionally acted in a cyclic
sequence For harmonic analysis (allowing a reasonable certainty exclude the possibility of
situation) long-term observing is required, much longer than it is practically available. But
the cycles reality proof can still be obtained if there is a statistically significant correlation
between any quantitative population reaction, fixed at the moment, and the measure
reflecting the completion of the cycle at the same moment. The appropriate method is
proposed using the above mentioned research material on the vole. It assess the impact of
a selected phase indicator on the population dynamics .
As an estimation of the hypothetical "phase factor" (independent variable X) was
adopted a number of years elapsed from the last more than twice the number drop, as
compared to the previous year mean catches number. The rated density Z change as
compared with the previous year (dependent variable Y) was taken as an indicator of
population dynamics (the constant 0.05 was added to each Z because zero Z value may be
encountered, and dividing by zero is impossible). Such a representation of population
dynamics indicator removes as well the need for preliminary elimination of a long-term
trend ( to remove nonstationarity).
It was impossible to assess the impact of phase X directly with its correlation to
dependent variable Y. The statistical distribution of variable Y has a very high level
asymmetry (A = 4), which resulted in extreme nonlinearity of its connection with "phase
factor" X. But this difficulty is overcome with the method of iterative linearization
(proposed in 1973 [1] by Sergeev as "symmetrization")1. The initial "Y" values were
converted with this algorithm to variable "y" having A=0: y=12.4539ln (Y + 2.6596) 9.6855. Variable X has A=0, hence “X” and “y” dependence is linear. It becomes possible
to estimate it with correlation coefficient
r = 0.65.
Chance of such a correlation randomness (a null hypothesis probability) is much less
than five percent (this level is accepted in scientific researches as sufficient to prove
reliability of the results obtained). Thus, the delimited cycles are proved by the specificity
of the population reaction at different cycles completion levels. Cycles are allocated
correctly, exist in reality and the used phase factor assessment is sufficiently plausible. At
the same time , the influence of this factor is so significant that using all by itself may be
sufficient for practical rodent population forecasting for the next year (according to
accepted standards in mathematical statistical forecasting) .
27 series of probable population dynamics factors were investigated; their influence
on dynamics probably can be significant by biological considerations. All series were
preliminary converted with the algorithm mentioned above to linearize their interrelations.
1

The programs on this method appeared on the market of computer software (without reference to the method author: Sergeev,
1966).
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But it was impossible to include more than 6 factors at once in a multiple regression
equation: the available empirical implementations quantity did not allow this. Therefore
the multiple regression analysis of all combinations of 27 factors by 6 was conducted. The
combination, that provides the most accurate prediction of the dependent variable, was
chosen. The obtained optimal multiple regression equation leads to conclusions as follows.
If we take the whole population dynamics volatility (variance) as 100 %, the 87% of
variance are determined by the selected multiple regression equation factors. The other
13% are the sequences of the other factors (including those less powerful weather factors
that were not included in this regression equation due to the lack of the empirical
implementations quantity). The relative factors importance at the population dynamics was
estimated as proportional to the squares of the partial correlations corresponded. Among
the 87% the 50% correspond to the phase effect, 10% were due to the chemical treatments
that were processed against rodents. 47% correspond to a weather influence, including :
the previous year autumn temperature - 10%, the summer heat - 11% , the summer
hydrothermal coefficient - 14% , the June rainfall - 12%.
If we take the whole population dynamics volatility (variance) as 100 %, the 87% of
variance are determined by the multiple regression equation factors selected. The other
13% are the sequences of the other factors (including those less powerful weather factors
that were not included in this regression equation due to the lack of the empirical
implementations quantity). The relative factors importance at the population dynamics was
estimated as proportional to the squares of the partial correlations corresponded. Of
mentioned 87% the 50% is due to the cycle phase effect, 10% were due to the chemical
treatments that were processed against rodents. The weather influence meets 47% ,
including: the previous year autumn temperature - 10%, the summer temperature - 11%,
the summer hydrothermal coefficient - 14% , the June rainfall - 12%.
Conclusion
The leading role of the phase factor in the population dynamics received finally a
quantitative evidence . It confirmed the concept of the leading role of this factor, that was
formulated more than a half a century ago by professor Polyakov (at those time VIZR
Forecasts Laboratory supervisor in Saint-Petersburg). Still in the sixties he called those
treatments against rodents useless, that were conducted at the peak phase of their quantity
(since then the quantity decline occurs by itself). The prediction function obtained can be
applied in practice, the methodology can be used when solving similar problems in
relation to other agricultural pests (in anti-plague system service as well).
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ITERATIVE LINEARIZATION AND CORRELATION OPTIMIZATION
APPROACHES IN SIMULATION OF INSECT POPULATION DYNAMICS
Sergeev G.E., Serapionov D.A., Frolov A.N.
All-Russian Institute of plantProtection. St.Petersburg
Abstract
On the example of the european corn borer tested methodology that removes two
problems hindering multivariate regression modeling in biology.
Methods and Materials
Investigated 14-year time series of the European corn borer population dynamics and
weather factors. The methods of iterative linearization and correlation optimization were
applyed.
Research process and results
Multiple regression analysis of population number series on some abiotic and biotic
predictive factors is used very intensively in agricultural forecasts. However, regression
predictions demand linearity of interrelationships by default and number of replications
has to exceed variables included into the analysis. Unfortunately, the first demand is not
necessarily the truth, so dependences may frequently stay underestimated. The problem of
a “negative number of degrees of freedom” always remains rather common preventing
calculation of all factors and their interrelations needed in the framework of the analysis.
The first problem may be overcomed with the help of linearization of dependences on the
basis of preliminary iterative data conversions, so called “simmetrization” (Sergeev et al.,
1973), whereas the second one with the help of an “all regressions“ approach (originally
designated as a “correlation optimization” technique) (Sergeev et al., 1972). Efficiency of
such a methodology is illustrated by an example in analysis of variance for the European
corn borer numbers. Long-term life tables of the pest (composed of the data on density and
death counts evaluated in the Krasnodar Territory for 14 years since 1994 to 2007) and 23
corresponding series of air temperatures, precipitation and humidity for some periods in
May and June have been included into the analysis. As a result regression predictive
model was computed describing 86% of variation in insect density, i.e. only 14% of its
variance remain indeterminate. Among 2300 combinations analysed , where twenty five
factors were taken in three, hundreds of the combinations appeared statistically significant.
As an example of practical value for prediction the following equation is shown: y =
0.78x1 - 0.49x2 + 0.28x3 + 23.56, where y = 15.89 + 27.90 ln(Y + 0.633); x1 = -69.72 +
38.89 exp(0.0234X1); x2 = -103.99 + 9.41X2; x3 = 123.94 -113.37 exp(-0.0267X3); and
Y – density of mature European corn borer larvae of the first generation; X1 – relative air
humidity (%) in the second decade of June; X2 – average air temperature of the second
decade of May; X3 – density of mature European corn borer larvae of the second
generation during the previous year. Since the dispersion of “symmetrized” variables is
standardized by algorithm, factors of the resulted function directly reflect the relative
power of predictors included into the equation. The data presented can be used as a
conclusive proof of high value of long-term stationary observations on population
dynamics. Supported by RFBR grant # 06-04-48265.
Conclusion
The proposed methodological approach allows you to automate the multivariate
regression modeling of monotone nonlinear relationships, that can be rather useful in
biology.
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MULTIPLE REGRESSION METHODOLOGY FOR BIOLOGICAL
REGULARITIES AND PROCESSES MODELING
Sergeev G.E.
All-Russian Research Institute of Plant Protection, St.Petersburg
Abstract
The article presents a system of algorithms providing an efficient solution to a wide
class of problems in practical biology. For example, these problems happen to appear in
monitoring and forecasting of pest population dynamics in agriculture or in
epidemiological control services. The presented system of algorithms proved its efficiency
in development of methods for monitoring and forecasting in protection of plants from
pests and deseases.
Methodology and materials
The presented system of algorithms was for decades developed basing on materials of
many researches in the area of plant protection from pests and diseases. As a rule biology
deals with non-linear systems while linear ones could be considered as exception. The
method uses linear multiple modeling combined with a simple algorithm of linearization.
It provides a possibility to develope a common algorithm to construct multiple regression
models of real, non-linear systems.The ways are offered to overcome the problem of nonstationary time series of the dependent variable and the problem of independent variables
number excess under the lack of realization number.
Research process and results
A lot of problems of diagnostics and forecasting generally in biology and particularly
in crop protection can be solved with regression modeling [5]. There is a wide range of
computer programs developed for this purpose and available on the market. Nevertheless,
lots of similar problems remain to be unsolved (and not only in biology). The reason is
that the programs developed do not consider some important specific features
characterizing a research area. As a rule, without considering these specific features,
multipurpose computer programs are inefficient and the use of linear regression just
discredits the method of regression modeling.
The presented system of algorithms has been developed and improved for decades
basing on materials of multiple researches in the area of plant protection from pests and
diseases.
In mathematical statistical research of regularities and processes of biological nature
it is essential to consider the related features of statistical distributions and correlations.
But only in case of linear correlations the process of estimation of multiple dependencies
can be algorithmized for the computer. In biology linear correlations happen rare enough
and can be considered as exceptions (in practice no more than 5 % of cases have linear
correlation). Thus regression and correlation analysis of interdependencies can be
performed only after appropriate linearizational transformation of variables analyzed, for
example, with their iterative-logarithmic transformation.
In most of biological cases non-linearities are monotonous: the first derivative of the
interpolated stochastic function changes its sign rarely. In this case, it is sufficient for
linearity that statistic distributions of variables should be symmetric. Data values in the
original scale, as a rule, are characterized with significant asymmetry (mostly positive).
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Original distribution can be transformed to a symmetrical one (with standard dispersion
and mean) using a linear transformation of the logarithm of the sum of two values. First
value is an iteratively selected constant, the second one is a value of the variable in its
original scale (in case of negative asymmetry – with reversed sign). This approach
provides zero asymmetry (except the rare cases when a sample has more than a half of
max or min values). Data transformed with this procedure can be further used in analysis
[1].
In models developed for regression forecast of a state of pests’ population it’s usually
important to take into consideration non-stationarity of forecasted time series. In case of
non-stationarity it’s impossible to use regression to evaluate significance of environmental
factors (that influence the population size, density or size of a habitat). The original data
are non-stationary as a rule. But it’s still possible to get rid of non-stationarity with
appropriate forming of dependent variable. Suppose that over years population densities
have a long-term tendency to increase or decrease, a trend that is defined by evolution of
the land use system. Then instead of a population density as dependent variable can be
used a percentage of change in population density in comparison with the previous year.
This change removes the trend [2]. Other possibility to achieve same result: analogic use
of deviations of population density from trend in percentage.
Non-stationarity can also have an intrapopulational conditionality. Density of
population can be dependent from a cycle phase of its dynamics. In this case time series
becomes non-stationary already in the time period of 3 to 7 years (within a cycle). In this
case non-stationarity could be eliminated by use of an additional factor. This factor can be
a parameter that correlates with a cycle phase, for example, a number or years after the last
cycle end [3]). This factor can be formulated also as averaged density levels that
correspond to the phase being forecasted.
In biology also it is quite common that a number of factors, that should be considered
due to their possible influence on the process investigated, is too high for joint analysis,
much more than empirical realization number available. Then in order to select the group
of factors that provides the greatest influence on a dependent variable it is required to
analyze all possible combinations of all factors that are be considered. In this case the only
“method of all possible regressions” can be used a (presented by the author in 1972 by
name “correlational optimization” [4]).
Presented methodologies of multiple regression modeling for biological regularities
and processes demonstrated their effectiveness lots of times.
Conclusion
The presented system of methods for multidimensional mathematical models in most
of the cases allows efficient solution to three following important and common problems
that appear in monitoring and managing of biological objects. These problems are:
multidimensional non-linearity of interconnections; non-stationarity of time processes and
lack of empirical data with excess of hypotheses to be tested. Appropriate software is
developed in the laboratory of mathematical modeling in All-Russian Institute of
plantProtection.
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METHOD FOR OBJECTIVE DELIMITATION
OF POPULATION DYNAMICS CYCLES
Sergeev G.E.
All-Russian Research Institute of Plant Protection, St.Petersburg
Abstract
Practical forecasting of population dynamics requires the objective identification of
boundaries for cycles in time series of population size. The method that solves the problem
of objective bounds setting developed and its application is illustrated by an example.
Methods and Materials
Series of 25 year population size of Microtus arvalis vole was analyzed. Linear
correlations between parameters of the population dynamics were estimated, but
interconnections of the parameters were preliminary linearized.
Research process and results
Consideration of population dynamics cyclicity (cyclic recurrence) is essential fore
forecasting of population size of pest insects or other organisms. It is an important factor
in different forecasting models from imitation to regression. In our study regression
methodology was applied. Its efficiency in this area proved wherein algorithmization of
the process of model creation is possible [1,2,3,4].
Cyclicity can be the leading factor in population dynamics [2]. Cyclicity
consideration in practical forecasting requires objective definition of a cycle phase that is
impossible without setting its boundaries. While presence of cycles was objectively proved
many times [5], it’s still difficult to identify boundaries between cycles on a dynamics
curve. Although these boundaries can be intuitively set on a curve, some of the boundaries
can be diffused or corrupted due to the influence of other environmental factors. Setting of
boundaries is also impeded by non-stationarity, heteroscedasticity and variability of a
cycle length in long-term population size time series. Thus, cycles usually have to be
delimited manually by expertise, which is subjective.
For the species that require cyclic component in population dynamics forecasting a
method of objectification of cycles delimitation was developed. A current phase of the
cycle is considered to a significant predictor per se. Thus significance of this factor was
statistically evaluated and used as a criterion for setting cycle boundaries in a time series.
Within a time series of average population size (or its density) cycles are delimitated
by depression years. Therefore the goal is to define these years correctly. This becomes
possible due to regularity identified by studying a vole population [2]. This regularity can
be described as follows. After recession at the end of a cycle in every next year (before the
next cycle) any parameter of population dynamics changes in one direction. It is possible
that this is the result of physiological change of organisms. Percentage change in the
population size compared to the previous year monotonically changes from a positive
value through zero to the more and more negative level. Thus the percentage represents a
negative correlation to the “factor of phase”: number X of years from the beginning of the
previous depression (this connection can be seen the mostl clearly in smoothed time series
of the population size subdued by moving average from deviations resulted from less
significant factors). This connection is expressed through negative correlation between the
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mentioned percentage Y (transformed by linearizing function “y”) and the number X of
years from the last depression beginning.
Basing on such kind of correlation the problem of cycle delimitation can be reduced
to a definition of such population year number decrease that occurs to be a real threshold
the depression start notifying. Different thresholds result in different decompositions of the
time series into cycles. From available decompositions the one with the maximal the
absolute correlation should be chosen. When signaling the onset of depression such a
threshold entails the highest correlation.
The population of Microtus arvalis vole is taken as an example. Dynamics of the
population size index was defined basing on percentage of voles catches in traps under
meadow habitats of plain-steppe zone of Krasnodar Region for the period from 1963 to
2007. The used indicator was a ratio of current year catches number to the previous year
catches number. If a population size in a current year is decreased the indicator is more
than 1, if a population size is increased, the indicator is less than 1.
Table 1. Dynamics of reduction of catches Y in one year compared to the previous year for Microtus
arvalis at meadow habitats plain-steppe zone of Krasnodar region.
Year
Y
Year
Y
Year
Y
Year
Y
Year
Y
1964
1.00
1973
0.10
1982
6.59
1991
0.16
2000
0.47
1965
0.15
1974
1.36
1983
1.38
1992
0.74
2001
0.59
1966
0.73
1975
0.47
1984
7.00
1993
9.84
2002
3.01
1967
2.65
1976
141.00
1985
0.27
1994
0.26
2003
0.84
1968
1.31
1977
0.02
1986
0.12
1995
1.09
2004
0.39
1969
4.33
1978
0.27
1987
4.13
1996
0.77
2005
5.61
1970
0.05
1979
11.77
1988
0.17
1997
0.33
2006
0.30
1971
1.85
1980
1.44
1989
0.43
1998
15.62
2007
0.88
1972
3.67
1981
0.05
1990
8.23
1999
0.21

This indicator has a positive correlation with a number of years after depression.
Therefore correlation was calculated between «y» and the cycle phase indicator value:
number X of years from the beginning of the hypothetical previous depression (in
correspondence with the tested variant of threshold drop of the population index). We note
here that the correlation coefficient reflects the connection strength only in case of linear
correlation. In biology parameters usually have a rather statistical distribution asymmetry,
so in practice no more than five percent of connections are linear. In considered case due
to their strong asymmetry variable Y was iteratively symmetrized and converted to «y».
But variable X was distributed symmetrcally, therefore correlation was calculated between
“y” and X.
Six thresholds were evaluated: decrease of the population size from 1.9 times to 6.0
times in comparison to the previous year (the first column of table 2). Every tested
decrease was considered as a threshold that hypothetically shows the beginning of a next
depression in the population dynamics. Decrease of less than 1.9 times was not taken into
consideration, because in this case two neighbor years can be matched as the separate
depression years (that is biologically impossible). A year of the first hypothetical
depression sets a length of the time series with calculated values of a “phase factor” (the
second column of table 2). The given decrease threshold with corresponding “hypothetical
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depression years”defined a number of cycles (the third column of table 2) with different
length. The maximal length is presented in the fourth column of table 2, the minimal
length is equal to 3 years in all considered cases. Correlations that correspond to
thresholds tested are presented in column 5 of table 2.
Table 2. Results of population dynamics analysis for various threshold drops of population before the
next depression.
Threshold
Length of a time series for
Cycles in a time Years in the longest
Correlation
correlation analysis
series
cycle
coefficient
Tested
1.9
40
12
6
0.6
2.0
40
12
6
0.6
3.0
38
11
6
0.7
4.0
38
9
8
0.5
5.0
31
7
8
0.4
6.0
31
6
7
0.3

The presented result allows to conclude the following (for the given species and
region). Cycles were divided most reliably by such years in which the population number
was at least trice less than in the previous year. This threshold provided the highest level
of the correlation coefficient with high statistical significance. The corresponding series of
quantitative representation of a “phase factor” can be used in multiple regression
forecasting of population dynamics because correlation over 0.7 is considered to be
sufficient in practical forecasting.
To specify the terms used above we will consider the division of the population
density time series into cycles with the threshold defined not less than 3. As it is presented
in table 1, years of depression were 1969, 1972, 1976, 1979, 1982, 1984, 1987, 1990,
1993, 1998, 2002, 2005. Let’s mark the years without depression as ‘0’ and years with
depression as ‘1’. For time series with a potentially identified phase of a population cycle,
for the first seven years from 1970 until 1976 the corresponding raw will be: 0, 0, 1, 0, 0,
0, 1. Number of years from the previous depression or the quantitative expression of a
“phase factor” in considered years will be: 1, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3, 4. Thus, duration of cycles in
this time period (time from one depression to another) is 4 and 5 years. Respectively, in all
time series up to year 2007 there are 11 cycles with following durations: 4, 5, 4, 4, 3, 4, 4,
4, 6, 5, 4 years.
Application of the presented methodology for other experimental data can require
comparison of appropriate calculations with the once presented in the article. It is
important to notice that during the calculation of an annual “decrease” of a population in
comparison to the previous year to all annual data a constant 0.05 was added. This was
done in to include years with extremely low population size, when no voles were caught.
For correlation and regression analysis the annual population size index Y from table 1 is
used in a transformed form:
y = 0.6227ln(Y + 0.0266) – 0.1167.
This function was specially formed for a given series of Y in order to provide
symmetry of its statistical distribution (and thereby to standardize the mean and variance
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values). After these transformations linear correlation can be applied (without this
transformation correlation Y with a “phase” was just 0.38).
Conclusion
The presented method of objective identification of cycles boundaries in population
dynamics allows to increase significantly and reliably the accuracy of forecasting of
population size for those plant pests that have a cyclic dynamics. In the particular case of
Common vole a “cycle phase” is considered to be the most important factor (the second
factor is weather, the third - chemical treatment conducted against the rodent. It is planned
to apply this method in analysis of other species. Overall, a lot of cyclic processes have
endogenous nature. It occurs not only in biology (for example in economy), thus the
principle of presented the method can be useful there as well.
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* All-Russian Research Institute of Plant Protection, St.Petersburg
** Saint Petersburg State University
Unlike other xenobiotics, pesticides are consistently introduced into the agricultural
ecosystems, but, while reducing the number of control objects of control, they are for the
most part dangerous for the species of beneficial terrestrial and soil biota, as well as for
man and animals. This requires conducting research in order to solve the tasks of
maximizing the ecological safety of the chemical method of plant control of pests.
The existing models including the simulation models PESTINS and PESTINL
assessing pesticides’ behavior in specific components of agrobiocenosis (a protected
plant, soil, useful entomofauna) formed the basis of the computer program РЕSTLOAD
(versions 01 and 02) developed to classify the compounds of different chemical classes
according to their ecological hazard. This program database was formed using the data
obtained over a period of a few years and concerning the entomofauna dynamics of the
wheat agrobiocenosis on the right bank of the Lower Volga Region (the Saratov Region)
and the potato agrobiocenosis in the North-West Region.
The model allows to calculate the special indexes (criteria) of pesticides hazard for
the units under consideration, such as the hazard index of insecticides for soil, the risk
index of the accumulation of toxicants in plants, the hazard index of insecticides for
beneficial arthropods and the toxic load index on agrobiocenosis. Subsequently the
indexes are translated into marking scales and the higher the index value, the less
dangerous the insecticide is The integrated index of the ecological hazard of the
insecticides under study is calculated by summing up the index values for each unit of
interaction (soil, a plant, arthropods, the hot-blooded ) (Novozhilov and others, 2010).
The application of versions 01 or 02 of the PESTLOAD model demonstrated that the
insecticides used for wheat and potato control of the variety of pests in the regions where
the research was conducted may be arranged according to the ecological hazard reduction
in the following order: organophosphates > pyrethroids > neonicotinoides ≥
phenylpyrazole ≥antranilamids. However, in certain cases the effects of the indicators of
one or another toxicant on the specific components of agrobiocenosis within the specific
chemical class are not equivalent. Thus, when applied to soil for control of potato
wireworms, insecticide Bazudin 10 G ( one of the organophosphates) is moderately
absorbed by soil, thus being hazardous for the representatives of soil biota. When there is
abundant rainfall, it is washed away from plow horizon. However, this method of
application guarantees that it does not pose serious hazard to the representatives of land
beneficial entomofauna. When applied to vegetative potato for control of aphids and
Colorado potato beetles, the insecticide dursban 480 KE, pyrethroids decis 300 KE and
sumi alpha 50 KE are hazardous for entomophages. However, in small quantities they
pose no hazard to soil, nor do they accumulate in potato tubers and are also quick to
decompose in the plant tops. In terms of toxic load pyrethroids 15 G, when applied to the
soil for control of wireworms during the planting tuber process, is qualified as a
dangerous insecticide. The other indicators identify it as a non-hazardous insecticide.
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Since in terms of translocation activity fors is a slow-moving compound, it does not pose
hazard to the representatives of lands entomofauna and soil macrobiota. By being applied
to soil even in small quantities such neonicotinoids as confidor 299 VRK, prestizh 290
KC, actara 250 VDG, kruiser 359 КС and biscaya 240 MD migrate through soil profile
and are capable of entering the objects of the environment. However, according to some
other indicators they are viewed as non-hazardous chemicals along with phenylpyrazole
regent 700 VDG and antranilamid koragen 200 КС,
Table 1. The grading of insecticides from different chemical classes in order of ecological
hazard level by applying the hierarchy analysis method
Insecticide

Active
ingredient

Diazinon
Chlorpyrifos
Imidacloprid

Imidacloprid
+pencikuron
Tiametoksam

Compound

Intermediate score indexes based on weight
coefficient

Cumulative score index

Priorities

On a priority
Without
basis, depending regard to
on treatment priorities

Soil
conservation
the impact
of abiotic
factors

Bazudin G(100g/kg)
Dursban G (100g/kg)
Ду Dursban KE (480g/L)
Konfidor Extra VDG
(700g/kg)
Konfidor VRK(200 g/L)

6.94
5.80
6.76

Prestizh КС (140+150g/L)

Actara VDG (250g/kg)
Kruiser КС (350g/L)
Fipronil
Regent VDG (700g/kg)
Tefluthrin
Fors (15g/kg)
Deltametrin
Detsis Profi VDG (250g/kg)
Chlorantraniliprole Coragen КС (200g/L)

Preservation
Protection
of beneficial
of
arthropods
productiland
on against
Soil biota entomopollution
fauna
7.25
6.94
7.37
5.60
5.87
6.37
5.88
6.76
5.99

Toxic
load

Applica- Ground
tion to treatsoil
ment

5.41
5.61
5.84

6.64
5.72
6.31

6.74
5.85
6.12

7.65
6.30
6.75

7.12

6.74

7.12

6.2

5.96

6.74

6.51

7.20

7.64

7.78

7.64

7.14

6.49

7.39

7.26

8.10

6.49

7.45

6.49

7.52

6.52

6.74

7.00

7.65

8.00
6.94
7.43
6.89
6.36
8.36

8.07
6.93
6.86
7.08
6.25
8.36

8.00
6.94
7.43
6.89
6.36
8.36

7.81
7.05
7.00
7.50
6.01
8.48

6.74
7.08
7.29
7.38
7.69
8.00

7.70
6.97
7.25
7.06
6.67
8.27

7.66
7.00
7.15
7.21
6.58
8.30

8.55
7.20
7.65
7.65
6.75
9.00

Hazard rating: 8 ≤ Σ – nonhazardous; 7 < Σ< 8 — low hazardous; 6 < Σ ≤ 7 – medium hazardous; Σ≤6 –
hazardous

In this regard while choosing an insecticide for control of potato pests the producer
should give priority to a certain option for the prevention of negative ecological
consequences of using one or another compound in potato protection. This problem may
be solved by the application of the hierarchy analysis method based on the inclusion of
the expert analysis indicators in the simulation algorithm, or, in other words, by the
comparison-of-pairs of the selected criteria values (Semenova and others, 2012). The
comparison-of-pairs backs decision-making with due account for the particular priorities
of all the multi-objective evaluation indexes. The alternative priorities relative to the
objective are computed at the final stage by multiplying the values of special indexes by
the weighting factors which reflect their respective contribution to the integrated index.
The best alternative is the one with the maximum value of a particular priority.
As far as the insecticides grading in the PESTLOAD program is concerned, it should
be noted that version 02 of the hierarchy analysis method showed that depending on the
chosen priority (Table 1) even within the limits of one chemical class less hazardous
compounds can be found.
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Giving more weight to one of the criteria is synonymous to taking a look at the
insecticides grading problem from different angles.
As the table data show, some emphasis on the specific aspect of ecological safety
evaluation does not virtually change the position of the most hazardous chlorpyrifos and
the most non-hazardous chlorantraniliprole in the given conditions. Being the most mobile
agents capable of penetrating the soil profile at great depth, neonicotinoides along with
organophosphorus compounds turn out to be hazardous for soils. In spite of being a slowmoving compound, chlorpyrifos is, nevertheless, extremely toxic for some soil-inhabiting
species, in particular for some species of collembola. Grading by toxic load correlates
with all other types of grading least of all. In conclusion it must be said that the use of the
hierarchy analysis method within the framework of the developed algorithm allows to
combine the instrumental methods, the modeling methods and the expert evaluation
method for a more differentiated approach to the evaluation of the ecological hazard level
of certain pesticides and to the recommended practices.
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THE USE OF GEOINFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES FOR THE GROWTH,
DEVELOPMENT AND PROTECTION OF AGRICULTURAL PLANTS
*
Тerleev V.V., *Badenko V.L., *, **Semenova N.N.
*
Saint Petersburg State Polytechnical University
**
All-Russian Research Institute of Plant Protection, St.Petersburg
The paper examines the methodological approaches to the integration of the models
of the processes of energy and mass exchange with the geographic information systems
(GIS). The approbation results are presented using the example of the information support
development of the simulation system integrated with the commercial farms GIS [3, 4].
Needless to say, the cultivated land resources conservation requires the adequate
information analysis support [1, 2].The software systems in the GIS environment provide
the examples of the available developments in this sphere. However, basic programming
support does not provide for any GIS option for agrarian technology development. The
GIS integration with the dynamic modeling of the crops production process may be
proposed as one of the possible solutions to this problem.
It should be noted that such terms as «the integration of models with GIS», «models
integration into GIS» or «into the GIS environment» are currently widely used as
synonyms. It is understood that some kind of a connection is established between the
models and the GIS environment. The differences in the terminology can be attributed to
the relatively new theme of the integration of models with GIS. The present project
reflects the area of expertise of the branch of the Water Resources and Hydraulic
Engineering Department of Saint Petersburg State Polytechnical University at the
Agrophysical Research Institute, of the Educational Research Centre "Environmental
Engineering Information Technology” of Saint Petersburg State Polytechnical University
and of the laboratory "Mathematical Modeling and Electronization" of All-Russian
Research Institute of Plant Protection.
The object of study is the agricultural field which is viewed as a man-made
ecosystem where agricultural production is performed. The total number of
transformations of mineral constituents into vegetative biomass form the plants production
process. The list of internal soil conversions studied in this research includes moisture
exchange and also the transformation, transfer and absorption of nutrients and pesticides in
the root layer [12-14, 18, 19]. It should be noted that the information analysis systems used
for agrotechnology support, on the one hand, require the use of GIS technologies and, on
the other hand, imply the development of dynamic mathematical models which simulate
the processes and phenomena proceeding in the agricultural field, for instance, by
describing the water transfer and crop-protection agents in soil with due regard for root
absorption and evapotranspiration [6-11, 14-17]. In this context the classification of the
models according to the appropriate method of their integration (or communications) with
GIS is fairly productive. It is proposed that the classification should include the models
fully integrated with GIS and connected via input and output parameters, as well as the
models weakly associated with GIS.
The central idea of the suggested method consists in the GIS integration with the
simulation system Agrotool
t (погода), u(k) is the control vector (agricultural technology), x0 is the initial
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conditions. Here T is the time of the end of the modeling process generally coinciding
with the harvest day. The model is calculated by means of the multiple application of
operator f to the vector of initial conditions and the observation of time based
agroecosywhich unites the family of dynamic models of the crops production process [11,
20]. The Agrotool system has been developed at the Agrophysical Research Institute for
over 30 years and is successfully applied to forecasting harvest. The simulation objects,
based on the general approach described above, were built for the GIS integration with the
ready-made models in the form of DLL-library. The models included in Agrotool are zerodimensional ones. Therefore the transformation of the original computational region in
the GIS environment was required, which conforms to the general ideology of the state-ofthe-art precision agriculture technologies implying the agricultural field division into
quasihomogeneous plots - control units – and the adaptation of agrotechnologies for each
plot [5].
The algorithmic implementation model of the plant production process is viewed as
the recurrent step-by-step recalculation of the dynamic behavior state vector of the
agroecosystem. If x(k) is the system’s state vector of variables on k-Step, the model is
equivalent to the definition of evolution operator f:
x(k+1) = f(x(k), a, w(k), u(k)) x(0)=x0,

k = 0,1,…,T-1,

where k is the counting step number, x(k), x(k+1) are the model state vectors on two
consecutive steps, a is the vector of the model static parameters, w(k) is the vector of
uncontrolled environmenstem evolution. In order for the model to start operating, it is
necessary to set the values of the parameter vector a, which normally vary across the
agricultural field area of the agroecosystem and mark the borders of the modeling objects
regarded as agricultural technology control units. According to the described approach the
values of the parameter vector a are extracted from the GIS space database which also
contains the model calculation results for the subsequent analysis and use for the benefit
of agricultural technology improvement.
The “growth – development” models of agricultural plants (the dynamic modeling of
the crops production process) accumulate the knowledge about the growth and
development of crops. However, there are certain difficulties, when similar models are
included in the information analysis systems for agrotechnology related solutions support.
These difficulties occur because of the lack of homogeneity of agricultural plants growth
and development in the agricultural field, which requires the creation of space-distributed
database and the use of this information in the modeling process. Among other things, the
solution of the relevant research and development problems should be sought on the basis
of the models integration with geoinformation technologies. The approbation results of
the method of GIS integration with the dynamic modeling of the crops production process
allow to make valid conclusions about its advantages and the possibility of being applied
in the information support system of agricultural production. The advantages of the
application of the Agrotool software system manifest themselves in the possibility of its
integration with the information analysis systems via the GIS environment. Equally, the
Agrotool software system provides the opportunity to include the dynamic models of the
phytosanitary situation development in the agricultural field, which will enable to justify
the agro- engineering measures, including those of plant protection, and to evaluate their
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effectiveness with credibility.
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The water-retaining capacity of soil is described by its main hydro-physical
characteristics (IGC) which is the dependency between the soil moisture volume and the
capillary pressure of the soil moisture [6]. This dependency is in fact an isotherm of the
state of the soil moisture. Due to the irreversibility of the thermodynamic processes this
isotherm cannot be presented in a form of a single-valued function of state. Nevertheless
they had previously presented the IGC as a single desorption curve. It was done because of
the difficulty of measuring of IGC as well as the fact that the overall duration of the soil
drying periods usually exceeded the periods of soil moistening during the vegetation
season. In irrigation agriculture the proportions of those periods are different [1, 2].
The main difficulty of IGC determining is the fact that it is impossible to measure the
whole trajectory of the state of soil moisture for the coming vegetation season. However it
is possible to predict this trajectory using a relevant model [8-10, 14], weather forecasts,
the results of the agrophysical studies of soil [3-5], or of the indirect methods of
assessment of the soil and hydrological factors [17]. At the laboratory of mathematical
modeling of agroecosystems they have offered an explanation of IGC based on regarding
soil as a capillary-porous body with the lognormal distribution of pores according to sizes
[7, 16]. This explanation is not limited by any conditions: it is applicable to both the
desorption and sorption isothermal equilibriums of moisture in soil.
Below they have had a closer look at the reasons for the differences between the
sorption and desorption soil moisture isotherms. During the laboratory studies of the
desorption moisture equilibriums using the air press, the soil dewatering is achieved by
compensating the capillary moisture pressure  by means of creating of excess air pressure
on the originally waterlogged (without any air entrapped in its pores) soil sample, located
on a ceramic membrane. After the gas pressure index reaches, Pae the interaction force
between the water molecules and the surfaces of the soil particles becomes incapable of
retaining any water in the widest pores and hence some water leaks form soil, and the
freed volume of space is replaced with air, which penetrates directly from the atmosphere.
The Pae value is called air inlet pressure. This value corresponds to moisture capillary
pressure ψ ae   Pae . After the dewatering of wide capillars it is the turn of the smaller
radius capillars to dewater. The first cause of the IGC hysteresis is that ψ ae  0 . The
moistening of the initially air dry soil is usually accompanied by the lingering of
entrapped air in the one-side open pores in the form of air lock. The moisture of the soil
equilibrium is less than the moisture of the soil desorption equilibrium with equal
meanings of the moisture pressure. The depletion of gas bubbles from the soil moisture is
seen with an increase of the moisture capillary pressure ψ from ψ we . It happens
because of the rarefaction of the atmosphere above a soil sample or due to the application
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of extra hydraulic pressure Pae . The Pae value is called the water inlet pressure
( ψ we   Pwe ). Usually Pae  Pwe  0 . The second cause of the IGC hysteresis is that

Ψwe  Ψae  0 . The radius of a soil capillar is not constant lengthwise, meaning that it
doesn’t have any thickening, which causes the difference between the sorption and
desorption moisture equilibriums in terms of the extent of moisture filling. The difference
is that for the same pressure under the curved surface of moisture, the volume of water
retained by the system of capillars under the sorption equilibrium will be less than the
volume of water retained by those capillars under the desorption equilibrium. Because of
that the most likely one, the “sorption” radius, will be several times bigger than the
“desorption” one. This can be considered to be the third cause of IGC hysteresis. The
reason for listing those causes is that the position of the “starting point” of the capillary
pressure for the moisture equilibrium isotherms changes against the zero value, with this
change being individual for each isothermΨwe  Ψae  0 . Let us mark the ratios of
parameters used to describe the drying and the watering as «d» и «w» accordingly. Taking
into account the peculiarities of the desorption equilibriums of the initially fully
waterlogged soil and of the sorption equilibriums of the initially air dry soil, as well as the
differences between the indexes of the most likely soil capillars effective radius, let us
put down the ratios, describing the soil moisture equilibrium isotherms, when the water is
depleted form the soil pores, starting from the widest capillars and finishing with the
narrowest pores:
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And also when the pores are filled with water, starting from the narrowest capillars
and finishing with the widest pores:
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α w    0,w  ψ we ;  0,d   β r 0,d ;  0,w   β r 0,w ; n  4 σ 2π , r0 ,d
and r0 ,w - the most likely indexes of the effective (sorption and desorption) radiuses of the

σ - the mean-square deviation of the logarithms of effective
1
radiuses of the soil pores, β  2γ  g ρ w  cos φ , γ - the water surface tension
cylindrical soil capillars,

coefficient in soil on the border with the air, φ - contact angle of wetting of the soil
particles’ surfaces by the moisture, g - gravity factor, ρ w - water density.
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Those isotherms are called the main drying curve and the main wetting curve of IGC.
Using this methodology, one can subsequently put together the families of the primary soil
drying and wetting curves, then secondary and so on. Thus, they have offered the thinking
of the IGC hysteresis, described this phenomenon in the form of a mathematical model
and worked out the formula of the soil volume water content as a function of the capillar
pressure of moisture with the view of peculiarities of the thermodynamic equilibrium of
moisture in soil.
In the Borland Delphi development environment they have created a
«HYSTERESIS» application, using the TeeChart graphics library, that allows it to
perform computational experiments with the mathematical model of IGC hysteresis. The
model has proven to have no accumulation of errors when calculating the volume water
content indexes for the case of oscillation of the value of the moisture capillar pressure
within a fixed range. Thus they have created the mathematical model of IGC hysteresis as
well as its software implementation. The achieved results will help to increase
significantly the accuracy of modeling of not only the stored soil moisture but also of the
processes of metabolism, transfer and absorption of nutrients in soil [11-14]. Also, the
integration of the model into the AGROTOOL simulation system will allow to effectively
use this model in the expert support systems of the agrotechnical solutions in the irrigation
agriculture [15].
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PESTOPTIMA SOFTWARE INTERFACE
*,**Zaciorsky A.S.
* St. Petersburg State University,
**All-Russian Research Institute of Plant Protection, St.Petersburg
When developing the PESTOPTIMA software for choosing of the well-balanced, in
terms of its effectiveness and ecological safety, chemical crop protection products, one
should aim at creating the interface aimed at the untrained user that has only partial
knowledge of working on a computer. It is also important to set the biggest possible
amount of information as default, as well as to allow for the correction of data, the change
of which that can potentially result into the change in the status of the substance,
characterized by this data: hazardous, medium hazardous, marginally hazardous,
unhazardous. Consequently, two functions must be realized in the devised man-machine
mode: firstly, menu dialogues that offer multiple answers, and secondly, the input of
numerical information, providing for its control and correction (its position within the set
borders, syntax checking), the first option of the setup must be prevalent. The first step in
the first option input mode is to choose the calculation method: the automatically chosen
pesticides are being evaluated according to the product or the active ingredient. After this
they choose a region and a protected crop, as well as the stage of this crop’s development
and groups of harmful objects associated with it (pests, weeds and diseases), groups of
entomophages those pests might belong to, a way of applying of a pesticide,-those factors
determine the automatic choice of a group of pesticides, out of which the most safe and
effective ones should be picked up. In the second option mode one can also type in a
pesticide’s consumption rate, though it is not necessary as those rates are set as default for
all the situations. One can’t proceed to the calculations themselves before putting in all the
necessary information.
One of the most important points of the interface development is the displaying of the
results of calculations. In this case a user gets an opportunity to view the tables that
contain the ranked lists of the pesticides most suitable for the situation as well as the
relevant diagrams. In some cases it is necessary to further analyze the results with the help
of the additional software (for example, the Excel spreadsheet program). For this purpose
there is an option to export the results into the relevant formats. With the help of diagrams
one can see which groups of pesticides contribute most to the situation. It is obvious that
the answer won’t always be an unambiguous one. For this reason the further development
of the PESTOPTIMA software can also lay in the sphere of economic appraisal.
e-mail: vizrspb@mail333.com
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INFLUENCE OF SPECIFIC ACTIVITY OF TECHNOGENIC RADIO NUCLIDES
IN CHERNOZEMS OF DIFFERENT TYPES AND THEIR MIGRATION
TO CROPS ON EMPLOYMENT OF CHEMICAL MEANS
FOR PLANTS PROTECTION
*Zubkova T.A., **Chkashok F.Yu.
* Lomonosov Moscow State University, Soil Science Faculty, Moscow
** Federal State Budgetary Institution Center of Agrochemical Service "Adygeysky",
Introduction
Purity of agricultural production is one of actual present problems. However
pollyutants accumulate in the soil and arrive in plants as a result of global environmental
pollution. Therefore the problem of crops protection is actual. Plant protection can be by a
natural way and artificial (anthropogenous). Properties of the soil are natural factors which
regulate migration of pollution substances in plants. There are humidity, the contents of
biophil elements, humus content, carbonates, soil acidity, an oxidation-reduction potential,
type of a water regime, granulometric structure and features of microbic communities. All
of them in different degree influence on migration of substances in plants. But the main
things are agrochemical soil properties. Excess nutrients slow down transition of polluting
substances to crops [1]. Chernozem soils are the most fertile and widely used in
agriculture. However and in these soils heavy metals and radionuclides accumulate.
The purpose of the presented work is to define the content of technogenic
radionuclides in arable soils on Adygea; to estimate their migration in various parts of
winter wheat, and influence soil type and an agrochemical properties on these processes
and, finally, on doses of applied pesticides.
Objects of research
Сhernozems leached low-humus and deep-humus, meadow chernozemic soils clay
loam and clay granulometric structure. The average humus content in the arable horizon is
of 3,4-3,6%, рН 6–7. Despite a high moisture capacity, chernozems have small stocks of
productive moisture and high wilting coefficient. These chernozems are typical for
cultivated arable soils on Giaginsky, Krasnogvardeysky, Teuchezhsky, Takhtamukaysky
and Shovgenovsky areas [2, 3, 6]. Specific activity of radionuclides determined by a
gamma and spectrometer method. Statistical processing of results carried out in the
“Statisticа-6.1” program. Modeling of pesticides use (on the example of herbicide a
zenkor) carried out with use of imitation system on pesticides behavior in soil PESTINS3.
Results
Specific activity of radionuclides in arable soils on Adygea is insignificant: on the
average 3-15 Bq/kg, but in 1996-1997 were found noticeable and rather sharp increase in
activity 137Cs and 90Sr in soils and respectively in plants [3]. On the American continent
the radio strontium increase in bone tissue of children also was established at the end of
the 20th century, but the reasons aren't known [5]. It forces to carry out a continuous
monitoring of radionuclides content in arable soils.
The analysis of dynamics of 137Cs contents for 1991-2012 showed that in 1996-1997
their quantity increased in soils to 50-60 Bq/kg; but in 2011-2012 was decreased to 15-20
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Bq/kg.
At the low content of radionuclides in the soils, less than 12 Bq/kg, its transition to a
plant occurs in proportion to the contents in the soil and doesn't affect on doses of brought
pesticides. And speed rather high. With increase in activity of radionuclide to 30-40
Bq/kg, the speed of transition to a plant doesn't increase, on the contrary, decrease in straw
of winter wheat is noted even. It is possible to mark out threshold values of caesium-137
in the soil after which their transition to winter wheat doesn't increase, and comes to a
plateau. These are 4-8 Bq/kg in leached chernozems and 3-15 Bq/kg in meadow
chernozemic soils. The received results show, what even at small concentration of
radionuclides in the soil there is their intensive transition to a plant, and fertile properties
of chernozems not slow it. This transition has nonlinear character. Speed of transition is
slowed down only at rather high concentration of a pollutant in the soil (above the average
maintenance of an element in world soils). Therefore, natural plant protection against a
pollutant, depends on soil fertility, isn't so effective and doesn't influence on doses of
brought pesticides.
The tendency of various accumulation of radionuclide in different parts of a plant is
noted. In straw it is more, than in grain, connection between the content of 137Cs in straw
and grain of winter wheat is closer on meadow chernozemic soils.
Migratory properties of 137Cs and 90Sr in the soil and their accumulation in agricultural
plants depend on a species of plants, type of soils, their granulometric structure, acidity of
the environment, the humus content and application of fertilizers [1,4]. However by our
results of influence soil types (chernozems leached and meadow chernozemic soils) on a
radionuclides translocation in grain and straw of winter wheat wasn't revealed.
The transition coefficient (Kt) of 137Cs in winter wheat (Kt = Bq/kg of dry plant
culture : Bq/kg of the dry soil) very low and statistically doesn't differ with Kt on
chernozems leached and on meadow chernozemic soils: 0,13-0,14 for grain (table). 90Sr is
characterized by bigger mobility in soils, than 137Cs, therefore no wonder, that the 90Sr
translocation is a little higher. Practically in arable soils there are conditions for the
increased 90Sr transition from the soil in a plant: in soils it is enough exchange calcium
(20-45 mg-eqv/100 g), рН 6-7. It is shown that in straw of winter wheat 137Cs and 90Sr
collect almost twice more, than in grain (table). However and variability of this index for
straw is very great (table).
Table Kt of radionuclides in winter wheat on different types of soils
90

Type of soil
Chernozem leached
meadow chernozemic soil
* - error of an average

grain
0,19 ± 0,16
0,21 ± 0,10

137

Sr
straw
0,43 ± 0,35
0,44 ± 0,32

grain
0,13 ± 0,08
0,14 ± 0,10

Cs
straw
0,29 ± 0,14
0,36 ± 0,28

Thus, now specific activity of 137Cs and 90Sr in arable soils and winter wheat on
Adygea area doesn't exceed the average maintenance of its elements in world soils. It has
no negative impact on quality of grain and can't have also impact on tactics of pesticides
use. Specific activity of radio strontium remained at the level of 1996-1997: 10-20 Bq/kg,
that testifies to need of monitoring researches of arable soils.
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Conclusions
Specific activity of 137Cs and 90Sr in chernozems leached and meadow chernozemic
soils on Adygea makes 5-15 and 15-20 Bq/kg respectively. Reliable influence of soil type
on transition 137Cs and 90Sr in winter wheat and on doses of brought pesticides isn't
revealed. Winter wheat is characterized by low Kt: 137Cs – 0,13 (grain) and 0,30 (straw),
90
Sr – 0,20 (grain) and 0,44 (straw).
The received results show, what even at small concentration of radionuclides in the
soil there is their intensive transition to a plant, and fertile properties of chernozems not
slow it. This transition has nonlinear character. Speed of transition is slowed down only at
rather high concentration of a pollutant in the soil (above the average maintenance of an
element in world soils). Therefore, natural plant protection against a pollutant, depends on
soil fertility, isn't so effective and doesn't influence on doses of brought pesticides.
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CONCLUSION
In 1995 at the first all-Russian conference of plant protection “Protection of plants
under the conditions of reforming of the agricultural sector: economy, efficiency,
environmental friendliness” a special section titled “Mathematical modeling” was
introduced. The conference organizers had certain doubts whether this section would
attract the sufficient number of participants, since at that time mathematics, modeling and
information technologies seemed to be a world away from the tasks of plant protection,
which was one of the most “conservative” spheres of agricultural science. Those worries
proved to be completely unnecessary since the numbers and spectrum of the reports
delivered (from creating of computerized expert system for defining pests by their external
features to complex simulation of agricultural crops) showed that those problems were
interesting not to a tiny number, but to a large circle of researches. However one distinct
tendency could be traced: many participants disregarding of what organizations,
institution, cities or even countries they represented, were once in some way connected to
the common “centre of gravity”, the laboratory of mathematical modeling of
agroecosystems of the Agrophysical Research Institute, headed by R.A. Poluektov.
A lot has changed over the last 16 years. The Russian Academy of Agricultural
Sciences is disappearing. Ratmir Aleksandrovitch passed away 2 years ago. But the tasks
of this blend of mathematics, ecology and agronomy have not gone anywhere. They need
to be solved anyway. And strangely enough there are still people willing to do it. Those
are the pupils of R.A. Poluektov (we will probably stay this way forever) as well as the
young researches. And so despite anything the “Mathematical modeling in plant
protection” symposium of the third all-Russian conference once again attracts a large
number of interesting reports. This brochure contains theses presented at the conference in
a form of oral or poster reports as well as a few “external” publications courtesy of the
authors working in the sphere of applying of mathematical methods in agroecology.
Publishing of these works as a separate brochure is our tribute to the Teacher.
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